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Abstract

Hardware virtualization has long been studied, but has only recently become popular, after being introduced to commodity servers. Despite the ongoing research and the developing hardware support, virtual machines incur degraded performance in a wide variety of cases, especially when an unmodified virtual machine operating system is used. One of the major causes of this degraded performance is the lack of physical hardware transparency in virtual machines, since the hypervisor—their controlling software-layer—usually exposes hardware abstractions instead of the physical hardware. While such abstractions are often required to multiplex hardware in virtualization environments, they introduce inefficiencies.

In our work we investigate a wide variety of scenarios in which the lack of transparency incurs substantial performance overheads: I/O memory management unit (IOMMU) emulation, interrupts multiplexing by the hypervisor and memory over-provisioning. For each of these scenarios we suggest novel methods to increase transparency without the virtual machine’s cooperation, and thereby improve performance without modifying its operating system and without access to its source code. Accordingly, the methods we propose apply to proprietary operating systems as well and ease the porting of virtual machines from one hypervisor to another.

First, we show that virtual machine performance with IOMMU emulation, which enhances security, can improve by up to 200% using a novel sidecore emulation approach—performing device emulation by another core instead of the hypervisor. Second, we present a secure and efficient method for selective delivery of interrupts to virtual machines, improving performance by up to 60% for I/O intensive workloads. Last, we introduce VSWAPPER, an efficient uncooperative swapping extension that enhances VM performance when memory is overcommitted by up to an order of magnitude.
## Abbreviations and Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>ApacheBench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABI</td>
<td>Application Binary Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACPI</td>
<td>Advanced Configuration and Power Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>Advanced Micro Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APIC</td>
<td>Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAR</td>
<td>Base Address Registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOS</td>
<td>Basic Input/Output System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COW</td>
<td>Copy on Write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Direct Memory Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>Dynamic Random-Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVFS</td>
<td>Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELI</td>
<td>ExitLess Interrupts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOI</td>
<td>End of Interrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPT</td>
<td>Extended Page Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>First-In First-Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Field-Programmable Gate Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDT</td>
<td>Interrupt Descriptor Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDTR</td>
<td>Interrupt Descriptor Table Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Input/Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOMMU</td>
<td>I/O Memory Management Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTLB</td>
<td>I/O Translation Lookaside Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOVA</td>
<td>I/O Virtual Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI</td>
<td>Inter-Processor Interrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td>Interrupt Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GbE</td>
<td>Gigabit Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFN</td>
<td>Guest Frame Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>General Purpose (exception)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Guest Physical Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVA</td>
<td>Guest Virtual Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>Java Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBA</td>
<td>Host Bus Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPA</td>
<td>Host Physical Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVA</td>
<td>Host Virtual Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>Infrastructure as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOMMU</td>
<td>I/O Memory Management Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTLB</td>
<td>I/O Translation Lookaside Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>Kernel-based Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPIC</td>
<td>Local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFU</td>
<td>Least Frequently Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHP</td>
<td>Lock Holder Preemption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU</td>
<td>Least Recently Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMIO</td>
<td>Memory Mapped Input/Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMU</td>
<td>Memory Management Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>Message Passing Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSR</td>
<td>Model Specific Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTU</td>
<td>Maximum Transmission Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPI</td>
<td>New API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>Network Interface Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMI</td>
<td>Non-Maskable-Interrupts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Not Present (exception)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPB</td>
<td>NAS Parallel Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Nested Page Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMA</td>
<td>Non-Uniform Memory Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLTP</td>
<td>Online Transaction Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>Out of Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCPU</td>
<td>Physical Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI</td>
<td>Peripheral Component Interconnect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe</td>
<td>Peripheral Component Interconnect Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFN</td>
<td>Physical Frame Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIO</td>
<td>Programmed Input/Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Page Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTE</td>
<td>Page Table Entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>Small Computer System Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service Level Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Shadow Page Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>Structured Query Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-IOV</td>
<td>Single Root I/O Virtualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMA</td>
<td>Remote Direct Memory Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB</td>
<td>Translation Lookaside Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCR</td>
<td>Unconditional Recoverable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User Datagram Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCPU</td>
<td>Virtual Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>Virtualization Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT−d</td>
<td>Virtualization Technology for Directed I/O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Virtualization is quickly becoming an important technology across the entire IT environment, achieving better utilization of computer systems by executing multiple encapsulated virtual machines (VMs) on a single physical machine [GHW06, SLQP07, UNR+05].

Until a few years ago, virtualization in commodity systems could only be performed using software techniques, mainly binary translation. While software virtualization improved over time, it frequently performed poorly, achieving 20% of native system throughput [RG05]. The introduction of hardware-assisted virtualization to the x86 architecture changed this situation, as even its first generation, prior to various software and hardware optimizations delivered performance that is on par with state-of-the-art software based virtualization [AA06]. Ever since, hardware-assisted virtualization has improved considerably, reducing common virtualization latencies by 80% and outperforming software based virtualization [AMRS11].

Nevertheless, in spite of improvements in CPU architecture and virtualization software techniques, virtualization overhead is still high under various workloads [AA06, ABYTS11, VMw10a]. One of the main reasons for this overhead is the lack of transparency, as the VM often does not access the physical hardware, but an abstraction of it, resulting in suboptimal use of the hardware [PS75]. Virtualization overhead is often reduced by porting the VM OS so it will cooperate with the hypervisor, the software layer that executes and monitors the VM. However, such an approach has several drawbacks: every OS used for the VM needs to be ported and, for proprietary OSes complete porting is often impossible [Hab08]. Arguably, as different virtual machine managers require different porting, such an approach also limits the portability of VMs between different hypervisors.

Thus, in our work, we use a non-cooperative approach, which does not require any VM modifications to improve the performance of various workloads: CPU intensive, memory intensive and I/O intensive. We do so by developing novel virtualization techniques, and applying the existing methods in new ways.
1.1 Virtualization Overheads

The performance of many workloads degrades substantially when they are executed under an unmodified VM OS [AA06, ABYTS11, VMw10a]. While degradation is expected, as VM monitoring by the hypervisor incurs additional overhead, its magnitude might come as a surprise. For instance, experiments conducted using the modern KVM and Xen hypervisors showed that an I/O intensive workload running a VM reached only one-third of the native throughput [YBYW08] and kernel compilation, which was executed 50% of the time, was 50 times slower [Fri08].

These results may appear even more cumbersome and raise the question—Why does an unmodified operating system (OS) that runs in a virtual machine (VM) often perform substantially worse than an OS that runs on bare-metal? This question can be answered from two perspectives—architecture and high-level.

1.1.1 Architecture Perspective

Here we describe the reasons for the degraded performance in virtualization by reviewing how hardware-assisted virtualization is performed, and the overheads associated with it.

Hardware-assisted virtualization follows in essence the trap-and-emulate model [PG74]. Accordingly, a software layer called the hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM), which runs in the privileged host mode, configures and launches VMs that are executed in guest mode. In this mode, once the CPU encounters a sensitive event, it forces an exit back to host mode, in which the hypervisor handles the event and resumes guest execution. These exits and entries are the primary cause of virtualization overhead [AA06, BYDD+10, LBYG11, RS07].

The overheads associated with the exits and entries are often substantial as many sensitive events must be trapped to encapsulate a VM correctly. The encapsulation is required to prevent it from accessing certain hardware resources and to multiplex hardware among the different VMs and the hypervisor. New hardware enables the hypervisor to offload some of the hardware multiplexing, and accordingly to reduce the number of trapped events [PCI], yet such offloading may introduce other overheads [WZW+11].

Additional overheads may occur in virtualization environments when the system is over-provisioned. One of the most appealing uses of virtualization is consolidation—executing multiple VMs on a single physical machine, which can produce cost savings [MP07]. The physical machine resources—CPUs, memory and I/O devices—are split between the VMs. For efficient utilization, the hardware resources are usually allocated dynamically. More often than not, this allocation is suboptimal and results in overheads due to inferior CPU scheduling [SK11], physical memory allocation [VMw10a] and I/O scheduling [OCR08].
1.1.2 High-Level Perspective

The architecture perspective may not fully explain the performance degradation. As an OS also allocates resources to processes and effectively multiplexes the hardware between them, one may wonder why these tasks are much harder for a hypervisor and may degrade performance severely.

Actually, while the interaction between the hypervisor and the VM may appear to be similar to the interaction between the OS and processes, they are differ fundamentally. Unlike a process, the VM does not interact with the hypervisor explicitly through well-defined APIs. In fact, the VM is unaware of the hypervisor’s existence and of any hardware multiplexing that might take place.

Thus, the hypervisor experiences a semantic gap, as it has little knowledge about the high-level behavior and architecture of the VM [CN01]. Consequently, it may inefficiently execute VM operations, such as sending a network packet [MCZ06, GND+07], or may inaccurately allocate resources to the VM, for instance by allocating too little physical memory.

The VM also experiences a lack of transparency due to hardware abstractions. In virtualization, while the VM expects to access the physical hardware, it often accesses an abstraction of it instead. This abstraction is required to allow the VM to execute oblivious to any hardware multiplexing. These abstractions introduce inefficiencies due to the lack of transparency in lower layers—the hypervisor and the physical hardware [PS75]. Inefficiencies may be caused when the VM is unaware that a hardware resource, such as physical memory, has been exhausted, or that a certain operation, such as an emulated device register read, is much more expensive than in bare-metal.

The semantic gap and the lack of transparency are most commonly addressed by paravirtualization, in which the VM is modified to use a software interface that is different than that of the underlying physical hardware, and in fact uses it to communicate with the hypervisor [BDF+03]. Yet, paravirtualization and similar approaches [LUC+05, LD11] require modification of the VM OS or access to its source code. Another common approach is to allow the VM to access the hardware directly, yet this approach is not applicable for all hardware devices [YBYW08]. Paravirtualization is further discussed in Section 1.2.1.

Several studies have suggested methods for improving resource allocation and scheduling by bridging the semantic gap without modifying the VM OS and without access to its source code. One method is to monitor the sensitive events trapped by the hypervisor and the VM state during exits [DKC+02, JADAD06b, SBM09]. Another method is to monitor hardware performance counters [JADAD06b, JADAD08, SGD05, BXL10].

In our work, we focus on the complementary challenge—addressing the lack of transparency in VMs for various workloads: I/O intensive, CPU intensive and memory intensive. We now review the existing techniques for achieving transparency.
1.2 Achieving Transparency in VM

Several efforts have been made to achieve high hardware transparency in VMs. The proposed methods can be divided into two categories: cooperative methods, which require some level of cooperation of the VM or access to its source code; and non-cooperative methods applicable to every VM, without the need for its cooperation.

1.2.1 Cooperative Transparency

![Diagram showing cooperative transparency methods](image)

Figure 1.1: Cooperative transparency methods compared to (a) full-virtualization without cooperation; (b) paravirtualization using a ported VM OS; and (c) pre-virtualization, in which an in-place VMM is set in the guest context, when source code is available.

Transparency can be quite easily achieved through cooperation, as the VM is aware it runs in a virtualized environment and behaves accordingly. Cooperative virtualization is very appealing, as it can easily bridge the semantic gap between the hypervisor and the VM, and achieve higher transparency (see Section 1.1.2).

As the requirements for cooperative virtualization methods cannot always be fulfilled, our work focuses on non-cooperative transparency. Nonetheless, we acknowledge the advantages of cooperative virtualization, and consider the performance cooperative VMs achieve to be the attainable optimum. Following, we describe two common methods of non-cooperative transparency, their advantages and their drawbacks.

**Paravirtualization** Paravirtualization is a common technique used for delivering high performance in virtualized environments by restoring transparency through explicit cooperation between the VM and the hypervisor [Rus08]. To cooperate, the OS running in the VM communicates with the hypervisor using hypercalls, calls to the hypervisor for particular service requests, and asynchronous communication channels such as circular buffers [LA09].
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1.1(b), where the paravirtual VM uses explicit communication channels to efficiently communicate with the hypervisor. Paravirtualization can be seen in contrast to the basic non-cooperative virtualization illustrated in Figure 1.1(a), where the guest does communicate with the hypervisor.

While paravirtualization has been demonstrated to improve virtualization performance, it has several major drawbacks. Most of the drawbacks stem from the lack of an agreed standard for paravirtualization, which requires an OS running in the VM to be ported according to the specific hypervisor’s para-API. Consequently, cloud environment clients often suffer from the “vendor lock-in” problem—increased complexity and cost of migrating the VM from one cloud provider to another [BB11]. In addition, not only is it challenging to develop support for paravirtualization in proprietary guest OSes [Hab08], but paravirtual ports of open-source OSes might also be incomplete or not fully supported by the hypervisor vendors. Even when paravirtualization is supported, administrators occasionally fail to install the paravirtualization drivers successfully.

Other limitations of paravirtualization are caused by the unwillingness of OS developers to include hooks for paravirtualization in sensitive OS subsystems, for instance the memory management subsystem or the process scheduler. Hypervisor vendors have developed paravirtualization techniques that overcome the lack of hooks, yet those are imperfect—paravirtual memory balloons, for example, can be used for memory overcommitment, yet can cause VM processes to be killed by the VM out-of-memory killer.

Pre-virtualization. LeVasseur et al.[LUC+05] presented a method for modifying the guest code using compiler based rewriting techniques to migrate an operating system code base to become a paravirtualized guest. An in-place VMM that efficiently handles accesses to the hardware is set in the guest context. This method is illustrated in Figure 1.1(c). The in-place VMM is aware of the hypervisor and communicates with it explicitly, just like a paravirtual guest.

While pre-virtualization can loosen the strong VM and hypervisor ties that paravirtualization introduces, it still requires access to the source code of the VM OS. Consequently, this method is inapplicable to proprietary OSes.

1.2.2 Non-Cooperative Transparency

In this section we summarize the main methods that hypervisors can use to achieve transparency while remaining oblivious to the guest.

Guest patching. Patching the guest can makes it possible for the hypervisor to modify the VM code to use the hardware more efficiently and be aware of resource constraints. A major advantage of this method is that it is applicable to proprietary OSes—patching can be done at the instruction level. The hypervisor can deduce, upon
Figure 1.2: Non-cooperative transparency methods: (a) guest patching—in-place VMM is patched into the guest; (b) direct hardware access—the VM accesses the hardware directly without the hypervisor intervention; (c) selective switching between virtualization mechanisms—the hypervisor configures dynamically whether the hardware is used directly by the VM or emulated by the hypervisor; (d) emulation variation—the hardware emulation overrides the virtual device protocol while maintaining correctness.

an exit triggered by a sensitive instruction, that this instruction can be performed more efficiently by another piece of code. The hypervisor can then patch the VM, replacing its code with one which runs better in virtualized environment. Patching can also be performed by implanting routines in the guest context, and calling them from the patched code. Guest patching was used for efficient emulation of the Task Priority Register (TPR) in the KVM hypervisor [Lig]. In another work, Betak et al. [BDA] suggested using the guest patching method for memory mapped I/O (MMIO) access by patching the page-fault exception handler. In fact, as illustrated in Figure 1.2(b), the hypervisor sets an in-place VMM in the guest context.

Patching the guest appears to be a very attractive method, as it does not require the VM to collaborate knowingly. Direct hardware access, however, is currently applicable only at the instruction level, without access to the VM’s OS source code. This is due to the challenge presented by deducing the semantics of big code segments and patching them accordingly. Moreover, verification of the patched guest code, i.e., ensuring that patching the VM does not introduce new bugs, is also challenging because the patched code can cause exceptions that otherwise would not occur, possibly “surprising” the exception handlers and causing the VM to crash.

**Direct hardware access.** Allowing the VM to directly access the hardware can eliminate most of the lost transparency of the virtualization and deliver high performance [YBYW08]. This method has been supported by the recent introduction of
self-virtualizing I/O devices that allow a single physical device to be assigned to multiple VMs. Multiplexing of these devices is achieved in hardware without requiring the hypervisor to intervene in each I/O transaction. Guest isolation is maintained as self-virtualizing I/O devices expose multiple virtual functions, which can be assigned to different VMs, and a privileged physical function for the use of the hypervisor.

However, direct device assignment has several major drawbacks. First, memory cannot be overcommitted, since direct memory accesses (DMA) transactions can be performed at any time from any address of the guest physical memory [ABYTS11]. Consequently, if the memory is unavailable (i.e., swapped out), the DMA transaction, which is non-restartable, will fail.

Second, interrupts are still delivered to the hypervisor which redirects them to the VM. This indirect routing is still required as the current x86 virtualization architecture does not allow selective interrupts to be forwarded to the guest. Consequently, hypervisors configure the CPU to trigger an exit on all interrupts and forward the VM interrupts selectively. This indirection induces overhead that can cause the CPU load to be twice that of bare-metal [DYR08].

Last, only certain I/O devices—mainly NICs and HBAs—can currently be multiplexed. Ongoing efforts to enable the multiplexing of additional devices, such as I/O memory management units (IOMMU), are still incomplete and require frequent hypervisor intervention [AMD09]. In addition, some resources can only be partitioned in certain granularity: for instance memory can only be partitioned in page granularity only [Int10].

Selectively switching between virtualization mechanisms. In certain cases, the hypervisor can use either hardware-assisted or software mechanisms for hardware virtualization. While hardware-assisted mechanisms usually perform better software based virtualization mechanisms outperform them in certain cases.

One such case is the code execution itself. While hardware-assisted virtualization is usually faster than binary translation, binary translation executes faster sequences of sensitive instructions that need to be emulated. The VMware hypervisor leverages this fact to improve the performance by dynamically switching between the two mechanisms, which increases the speed of kernel compilation by 12% [AMRS11].

Another case is the VM physical memory indirection, from guest physical address-space (GPA) to the host physical address-space (HPA). This indirection can be performed by either software, manipulating the guest shadow page-tables (SPT) used for the actual physical address resolution, or by hardware that architecturally maps the GPA to HPA using nested page tables (NPT). While using NPT usually leads to better performance than using SPT, SPT outperforms NPT when swapping is infrequent. Consequently, selective switching between SPT and NPT was shown to improve performance by up to 34% [WZW+11].
**Varying external events.** While varying external events may seem to contradict our goal of higher hardware transparency, it can be used to achieve it and improve performance.

One common technique is to vary the interrupt coalescing settings of the VM. Interrupt coalescing is a common technique in which interrupts are held back in order to reduce their number and their load. While processes are oblivious of interrupts coalescing, the VM OS configures the virtual I/O device and does not its interrupt coalescing settings to be overridden. Nonetheless, the configuration of interrupt coalescing by the VM may be suboptimal as the cost of interrupt delivery to the VM is greater: the injection itself imposes an additional overhead. Overriding the guest configuration and setting a dynamic degree of interrupt coalescing has been proven to improve performance notably [AGM11]. Using this method, the VMware hypervisor coalesces virtual SCSI hardware controller interrupts, improving VMs performance by up to 18%.

**Semantic awareness.** For the hypervisor to take proper actions, it should be aware of the VM’s semantics. However, in many cases, the hypervisor lacks critical knowledge, and therefore makes suboptimal decisions. For instance, if the hypervisor is unaware that a certain virtual CPU (VCPU) holds a kernel lock, it may preempt that VCPU, thereby causing other VCPUs of the VM to stall. This scenario, known as the “lock holder preemption” problem, can degrade performance considerably if it is not detected by the hypervisor [Fri08].

To avoid such scenarios, hypervisors should have semantics awareness of the VM’s actions [NHB08]. The “lock holder preemption” problem, for example, can be mitigated by preferring to preempt VCPUs when they run in user space, as OSes release kernel locks before leaving the kernel. The hypervisor can deduce whether the VCPU runs in kernel space or user space according to the VCPU architectural state, which is OS-agnostic and available to the hypervisor.

However, deducing the VM semantic from the VCPU architectural state is not always a simple task. In some cases, paravirtualization techniques require internal knowledge of OS data structures [ADAD01], and thereby are tightly coupled with a certain VM OS.

Arguably, bridging the semantic gap with the help of hardware performance monitors and by tracing intercepted events has already gone a long way. Using this knowledge, hypervisors can improve VM performance considerably, for instance by well-informed physical resource provisioning [LH10, JADAD06b, KLJ+11].

### 1.3 Research Goal

Our research goal is to improve the transparency in common virtualization environments and to bridge the semantic gap even further, without the need for VM cooperation.
While common wisdom and published results suggest that cooperative VMs would significantly outperform non-cooperative VMs [BDF+03, MCZ06], we believe it does not have to be this way. We suggest that by applying and extending the methods presented in Section 1.2.2, we can achieve performance similar to that of cooperative guests. Doing so would make it possible to execute unmodified OSes in guests, improving the performance of proprietary OSes, easing the deployment of virtualization systems for cloud computing platforms, and enabling transparent migration of VMs between different hypervisors.

In our work we address three of the most urgent issues that virtualization presents. In Chapter 2 we focus on the emulation problem, and specifically on IOMMU emulation. In most OSes today no paravirtual driver exists for paravirtual IOMMU. We show how emulation using a sidecore can eliminate exits and greatly improve performance. In chapter 3 we study the negative impact of current interrupt handling schemes on the throughput of directly assigned I/O devices. We present novel techniques for eliminating the exits incurred by interrupts, thus allowing VMs to achieve bare-metal performance for I/O intensive workloads. Finally, in Chapter 4 we look into uncooperative memory overcommitment, investigate the sources of overheads caused by uncooperative swapping, and propose techniques to address these overheads. We show that our enhanced uncooperative swapping mechanism for memory overcommitment can often attain performance similar to that of a paravirtual memory balloon and can be used to improve the performance of memory balloons even further.
Chapter 2

vIOMMU: Efficient IOMMU Emulation

2.1 Abstract

Direct device assignment, where a guest virtual machine directly interacts with an I/O device without host intervention, is appealing, because it allows an unmodified (non-hypervisor-aware) guest to achieve near-native performance. But device assignment for unmodified guests suffers from two serious deficiencies: (1) it requires pinning all of the guest’s pages, thereby disallowing memory overcommitment, and (2) it exposes the guest’s memory to buggy device drivers.

We solve these problems by designing, implementing, and exposing an emulated IOMMU (vIOMMU) to the unmodified guest. We employ two novel optimizations to make vIOMMU perform well: (1) waiting a few milliseconds before tearing down an IOMMU mapping in the hope it will be immediately reused (“optimistic teardown”), and (2) running the vIOMMU on a sidecore, and thereby enabling for the first time the use of a sidecore by unmodified guests. Both optimizations are highly effective in isolation. The former allows bare-metal to achieve 100% of a 10Gbps line rate. The combination of the two allows an unmodified guest to do the same.

2.2 Introduction

I/O activity is a dominant factor in the performance of virtualized environments [MST+05, SVL01], motivating direct device assignment whereby a guest virtual machine (VM) sees a real device and interacts with it directly. As direct access does away with the software intermediary that other I/O virtualization approaches require, it can provide much better performance than the alternative I/O virtualization approaches. This
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1 Joint work with Muli Ben-Yehuda (IBM), Dan Tsafrir (CS, Technion), Assaf Schuster (CS, Technion). A paper regarding this part of the work was presented in USENIX ATC 2011.
increased performance comes at a cost of complicating virtualization use-cases where the hypervisor interposes on guest I/O, such as live migration [KS08, ZCD08]. Nonetheless, the importance of increased I/O performance cannot be overstated, as it makes virtualization applicable to common I/O-intensive workloads that would otherwise experience unacceptable performance degradation [Liu10, LHAP06, RS07, WSC07, YBYW08].

2.2.1 Motivation

Despite its advantages, direct device assignment suffers from at least three serious deficiencies that limit its applicability. First, it requires the entire memory of the unmodified guest to be pinned to the host physical memory. This is so because I/O devices typically access the memory by triggering DMA (direct memory access) transactions, and those can potentially target any location of the physical memory; importantly, unlike regular memory accesses, computer systems are technically unable to gracefully tolerate DMA page misses, reacting to them by either ignoring the problem, by restarting the offending domain, or by panicking. The hypervisor cannot tell which pages are designated by the unmodified guest for DMA transactions, and so, to avoid such unwarranted behavior, it must pin all the guest’s pages to physical memory. This necessity negates a primary reason for using virtualization—server consolidation—because it hinders the ability of the hypervisor to perform memory overcommitment, whereas memory is the main limiting factor for server consolidation [Wal02, GLV10, WTLS09a]

The second deficiency of direct device assignment is that the unmodified guest is unable to utilize the IOMMU (I/O memory management unit) so as to protect itself against bugs in the corresponding drivers. It is well-known that device drivers constitute the most dominant source of OS (operating system) bugs [BBC06, HBG07, LUSG04, SBL05, WRW08]. Notably, the devices’ ability to do DMA to arbitrary physical memory locations is a main reason why such bugs are detrimental. IOMMUs were introduced by all major chip manufacturers to solve exactly this problem. They allow the OS to restrict DMA transactions to specific memory locations by having devices work with IOVAs (I/O virtual addresses) instead of physical addresses, such that every IOVA is validated by the IOMMU hardware circuitry upon each DMA transaction and is then redirected to a physical address according to the IOMMU mappings. The hypervisor cannot allow guests to program the IOMMU directly (otherwise every guest would be able to access the entire physical memory), and so all the related work that provided ways for guests to enjoy the IOMMU functionality [BYMX06, BYXO07, LUSG04, SLQP07, WRC08, YBYW10] involved paravirtualization. Namely, the guest’s OS was modified to explicitly inform the hypervisor regarding the DMA mappings it requires. Clearly, such an approach is inapplicable to unmodified (fully virtualized) guests.

A third deficiency of direct device assignment is that, in general, it prevents the
unmodified guest from taking advantage of the IOMMU remapping capabilities, which are useful in contexts other than just defending against faulty device drivers. One such context is legacy devices that do not support memory addresses wider than 32bit, an issue that can be easily resolved by programming the IOMMU to map the relevant 32bit-addresses to higher memory locations [Int11]. Another such context is “nested virtualization”, which allows one hypervisor to run other hypervisors as guests [BYDD+10] and, hence, mandates granting a nested hypervisor the ability to program the IOMMU to protect its guests from one another (when those utilize directly-assigned devices).

2.2.2 Contributions and Preview of Results

IOMMU Emulation The root cause of all of the above limitations is the fact that current hypervisors do not provide unmodified guests with an emulated IOMMU. Our initial contribution is therefore to implement and evaluate such an emulation, for the first time. We do so within KVM on Intel x86, following the proposal made by Intel [AJM+06]. We denote the emulation layer “vIOMMU”. And we note in passing that we are aware of a similar effort that is currently being done for AMD processors [Mun10].

By emulating the IOMMU, our patched hypervisor intercepts, monitors, and acts upon DMA remapping operations. Knowing which of the unmodified guest’s memory pages serve as DMA targets allows it to: (1) pin/unpin the corresponding host physical pages, and only these pages, thereby enabling memory overcommitment; (2) program the physical IOMMU to enable device access to the said physical pages, and only to these pages, thereby enabling the guest to protect its memory image against faulty drivers; and (3) redirect DMA transactions through the physical IOMMU according the unmodified guest’s wishes, thereby retrieving the indirection level needed to support legacy 32bit devices, certain user-mode DMA usage models, and nested virtualization. (See Section 2.3 for details.)

Utilizing the IOMMU without relaxing somewhat the protection it offers is costly, even for a bare metal (unvirtualized) OS. Our experiments using Netperf [Jon95] show that bare metal Linux 2.6.35 achieves only 43% of the line-rate of a 10Gbps NIC when the IOMMU is used with strict protection; the corresponding unmodified guest achieves less than one fourth of that with the vIOMMU.

Optimistic Teardown The default mode of Linux, however, relaxes IOMMU protection. It does so by batching the invalidation of stale IOTLB entries and by collectively purging them from the IOTLB every 10ms (IOTLB is the I/O translation look-aside buffer within the IOMMU). The protection is relaxed, because, during this short interval, a faulty device might successfully perform a DMA transaction through a stale entry. Nonetheless, for bare metal, the resulting improvement is dramatic, transforming the
aforesaid 43% throughput to 91% and arguably justifying the risk. Alas, the cor-
responding unmodified guest does not experience such an improvement, as its throughput
remains more or less the same when the protection is relaxed.

To improve the performance of the vIOMMU, our second contribution is investigating
a set of optimizations that exercise the protection/performance tradeoff in various ways
(see Section 2.4 for details). We find that the “optimistic teardown” optimization is the
most effective.

While the default mode of Linux removes stale IOTLB entries en masse at 10ms
intervals, it nevertheless tears down individual invalidated IOVA translations with no
delay, immediately removing them from the IOMMU page table. The rationale of
optimistic teardown rests on the following observation. If a stale translation exists
for a short while in the IOTLB anyway, we might as well keep it alive (for the same
period of time) within the OS mapping data structure, optimistically expecting that
it will get reused (remapped) during that short time interval. As significant temporal
reuse of IOVA mappings has been reported [ABYY10, WRC08], one can be hopeful
that the newly proposed optimization would work. Importantly, for each reused trans-
lation, optimistic teardown would avoid the overhead of (1) tearing the translation
down from the IOMMU page table, (2) invalidating it in the IOTLB, (3) immediately
reconstructing it, and (4) reinserting it back to the IOTLB; all of which are costly
operations, as each IOTLB modification involves updating uncacheable memory and
tear-down/reconstruction involves nontrivial logic and several memory accesses.

Optimistic teardown is remarkably successful, pushing the throughput of bare metal
from 91% to 100% (and reducing its CPU consumption from 100% to 60%). The
improvement is more pronounced for an unmodified guest with vIOMMU: from 11%
throughput to 82%.

Sidecore Emulation  To further improve the performance of the unmodified guest,
we implement the vIOMMU functionality on a auxiliary sidecore. Traditional “samecore”
emulation of hardware devices (where hypervisor invocations occur on the guest’s
core) has been extensively studied in the literature [SVL01, Bel05, KKL+07, BDF+03].
Likewise, offloading of computation to a sidecore for speeding up I/O in a paravirtualized
system has been explored as well [GKR+07, KRS07, LA09]. But in this paper, for the
first time, we present “sidecore emulation”, which combines the best of both approaches.
Specifically, sidecore emulation maintains the exact same hardware interface between
the guest and the sidecore as exists in a non-virtualized setting between a bare metal
OS and the real hardware device. Consequently, sidecore emulation is able to offload
the computation while requiring no guest modifications. (See details in Section 2.5.)

By running the vIOMMU on a sidecore, we triple the throughput of the strict
unmodified guest, quintuple its throughput if its protection is relaxed, and achieve 100%
of the line-rate if employing optimistic teardown. The results mentioned so far are
summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of preview of results (percent of line-rate throughput on 10GbE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>setting</th>
<th>strict</th>
<th>relaxed</th>
<th>optimistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>samecore</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidecore</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bare metal</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roadmap We describe: our “samecore” vIOMMU design (§2.3); the set of optimizations we explore and the associated performance/protection tradeoffs (§2.4); our “sidecore” vIOMMU design (§2.5); how to reason about risk and protection (§2.5.1); evaluation of the performance of our proposals using micro and macro benchmarks (§2.6); the related work (§2.7); and our conclusions (§2.8).

2.3 Samecore IOMMU Emulation

I/O device emulation for virtualized guests is usually implemented by trapping guest accesses to device registers and emulating the appropriate behavior [SVL01, AA06, Bel05]. Correspondingly, in this section, we present the rudiments of emulating an IOMMU. We emulate Intel’s VT-d IOMMU [Int11] as it is commonly available and as most x86 OSes and hypervisors have drivers for it. Conveniently, Intel’s VT-d specification [Int11] proposes how to emulate an IOMMU. We largely follow their suggestions.

The emulated guest BIOS uses its ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface) tables to report to the guest that the (virtual) hardware includes Intel’s IOMMU. Recognizing that the hardware supports an IOMMU, the guest will ensure that any DMA buffer in use will first be mapped in the IOMMU for DMA [BYMX+06]. The emulated IOMMU registers reside in memory pages that the hypervisor marks as “not present”, causing any guest access to them to trap to the hypervisor. The hypervisor monitors the emulated registers and configures the platform’s physical IOMMU accordingly. The hypervisor further monitors changes in related data structures such as the IOMMU page tables in guest memory.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the flow of a single DMA transaction in an emulated environment: a guest I/O device calls the IOMMU mapping layer when it wishes to map an I/O buffer (1); the layer accordingly allocates an IOVA region and, within the emulated IOMMU, maps the corresponding page table entries (PTEs) to point to the GPA (Guest Physical Address) given by the I/O device driver (2); the layer performs an explicit mapping invalidation of these PTEs (3), thereby triggering a write access to a certain IOMMU register, which traps to the hypervisor; the hypervisor then updates the status of the emulated IOMMU registers (4), reads the IOVA-to-GPA mapping from the updated emulated IOMMU PTEs (5), pins the relevant page to the host physical memory (not shown), and generates physical IOMMU PTEs to perform IOVA-to-HPA (Host Physical Address)
Figure 2.1: IOMMU emulation architecture (samecore).
Physical Address) mapping (6); when the physical hardware requires it, the hypervisor also performs physical IOTLB invalidation (7); the guest is then resumed, and the I/O device driver initiates the DMA transaction, delivering the IOVA as the destination address to the device (8); the device performs memory access to the IOVA (9), which is appropriately redirected by the physical IOMMU (10-11); the guest OS can then unmap the IOVA, triggering a flow similar to the mapping flow except that the hypervisor unmaps the I/O buffer and unpins its page-frames.

2.4 Optimizing IOMMU Mapping Strategies

Operating systems can employ multiple mapping strategies when establishing and tearing down IOMMU mappings. Different mapping strategies tradeoff performance vs. memory consumption vs. protection [BYXO+07, WRC08, YBYW10]. Taking Linux as an example, the default mapping strategy of the Intel VT-d IOMMU driver is to defer and batch IOTLB invalidations, thereby improving performance at the expense of reduced protection from errant DMAs. Batching IOTLB invalidations helps performance because IOTLB invalidations are expensive. Unlike an MMU TLB, which resides on a CPU core, an IOMMU and its IOTLB usually reside away from the CPU on the PCIe bus.

An alternative mapping strategy is the strict mapping strategy. In the strict strategy Linux’s IOMMU mapping layer executes IOTLB invalidations as soon as device drivers unmapped their I/O buffers and waits for the invalidations to complete before continuing.

In this section we investigate the different tradeoffs possible on bare metal and in a virtualized system employing an emulated IOMMU, where both the guest and the host may employ different mapping strategies. We discuss different IOMMU mapping performance optimizations and their effect on system safety, starting with the least dangerous strategy and ending with the best performing—but also most dangerous—strategy.

2.4.1 Approximate Shared Mappings

Establishing a new mapping in the IOMMU translation table and later tearing it down are inherently costly operations. Shared mappings can alleviate some of the costs [WRC08]. We can reuse a mapping when another valid mapping which points to the same physical page frame already exists. Using the same mapping for two mapping requests saves the time required for the setup and eventual teardown of a new mapping.

Willman, Rixner and Cox propose a precise lookup method for an existing mapping. Their approach relies on an inverted data structure translating from physical address to IOVA for all mapped pages [WRC08]. This approach is problematic with modern IOMMUs that can map all of physical memory and employ a separate I/O virtual address space for each protection context (usually for each I/O device). Maintaining a
direct-map data structure to enable precise lookups is impractical for such IOMMUs as it would require too much memory. We expect that using a smaller but more complex data structure, such as a red-black tree, will incur prohibitively high overhead [Pfa04].

To avoid the overhead associated with complex data-structures, we propose *approximate shared mappings*. Instead of maintaining a precise inverted data structure, we perform reverse lookups using heuristics which may fail to find a translation from physical address to IOVA, even though there exists a mapping of that physical address. Our implementation of approximate shared mappings used a software LRU cache, which requires temporal locality in I/O buffers allocation in order to perform well, in addition to spatial locality of the I/O buffers. Many applications experience such temporal locality [WRC08].

### 2.4.2 Asynchronous Invalidations

IOTLB invalidation is a lengthy process that on bare metal takes over 40% of overall unmapping process. *Asynchronous invalidation* is an invalidation scheme targeted at alleviating the cost of the lengthy IOTLB invalidation process by a minor relaxation of protection. The default IOTLB invalidation scheme is synchronous: the OS writes an invalidation request to the IOMMU’s invalidation register or (when the hardware supports it) to an invalidation queue [Int11] and blocks the execution thread until the IOMMU completes the invalidation. In asynchronous invalidation, the OS does not wait for the invalidation to complete before continuing. Doing so on bare metal can save the few hundred cycles it takes the IOMMU to write the invalidation completion message back to memory after the invalidation is done.

Asynchronous invalidation enables multiple in-flight invalidations when the hardware supports an invalidation queue. However, to maintain correctness, asynchronous invalidation must not permit an IOVA range which is being invalidated to be mapped again to a different physical address until the invalidation process is completed. Unfortunately there is no practical way to ensure with Linux that the page allocator will not reuse the physical memory backing those IOVAs while the invalidation is outstanding [YBYW10].

On bare metal asynchronous invalidation relaxes protection only slightly, since the IOMMU hardware performs the invalidation process in silicon, taking only hundreds of cycles to complete. In our experiments with asynchronous invalidation, the invalidation queue never held more than two pending invalidations at the same time.

### 2.4.3 Deferred Invalidation

Deferring IOTLB invalidations, as currently implemented by Linux, makes it possible to aggregate IOTLB invalidations together and possibly coalesce multiple invalidation requests so that they will be invalidated in a single request, if the hardware supports it. Instead of the OS invalidating each translation entry as it is torn down, the OS collects multiple invalidations in a queue, which it then flushes periodically. The current Linux
implementation coalesces up to 250 invalidations for periods of no longer than 10ms.

Holding back the invalidations makes the deferred method less secure than the asynchronous method, where the “window of vulnerability” for an errant DMA is only hundreds of cycles. But deferred invalidation reduces the number of software/hardware interactions, since a whole batch of invalidations is executed at once. This savings is more pronounced when the hardware is emulated by software, in which case deferred invalidation can save multiple, expensive guest/host interactions.

2.4.4 Optimistic Teardown

Reusing IOVA translations is key to IOMMU performance [BYXO+07, WRC08, YBYW10, ABYY10]. Reusing a translation avoids the overhead of (1) tearing a translation down from the IOMMU page table, (2) invalidating it from the IOTLB, (3) immediately reconstructing it in the page table, and (4) reinserting it back to the IOTLB; all of which are costly operations, as each IOTLB modification involves updating uncachable memory and teardown/reconstruction involves nontrivial logic and several memory accesses.

Even when approximate shared mapping is used, the opportunities to reuse IOVA translations are limited. The default Linux deferred invalidation scheme removes stale IOTLB entries en masse at 10ms intervals, but nevertheless tears down individual unmapped IOVA translations with no delay, immediately removing them from the IOMMU page tables.

The rationale of optimistic teardown rests on the following observation. If a stale translation exists for a short while in the IOTLB anyway, we might as well keep it alive (for the same period of time) within the IOMMU page table, optimistically expecting that it will get reused (remapped) during that short time interval. As significant temporal reuse of IOVA mappings has been reported [WRC08, ABYY10, YBYW10], one can be hopeful that the newly proposed optimization would work.

We thus developed an optimistic teardown mapping strategy, which keeps mappings around even after an unmapping request for them has been received. Unmapping operations of I/O buffers are deferred and executed at a later, configurable time. If an additional mapping request of the same physical memory page arrives to the IOMMU mapping layer while a mapping already exists for that page, the old mapping is reused. If an old mapping is not used within the pre-defined time limit, it is unmapped completely and the corresponding IOMMU PTEs are invalidated, limiting the overall window of vulnerability for an errant DMA to the pre-defined time limit. We determined experimentally that on our system a modest limit of ten milliseconds is enough to achieve a 92% hit rate.

We keep track of all cached mappings in the same software LRU cache, regardless of how many times each mapping is shared. Mappings which are not currently in use are also kept in a deferred-unmappings first-in first-out (FIFO) queue with a fixed size.
limit. The queue size and the residency constraints are checked whenever the queue is accessed, and also periodically. Invalidations are performed when mappings are removed from the queue.

2.5 Sidecore IOMMU Emulation

Samecore emulation uses the classical approach of trapping device register access and switching to the hypervisor for handling. We now present an alternative, novel approach for device emulation which uses a second core to handle device register accesses, thus avoiding expensive VM-exits. We call this sidecore emulation. While the discussion below focuses on Intel’s VT-d, our approach is generic and can be applied to most other IOMMUs and I/O devices.

Samecore hardware emulation suffers from an inherent limitation. Each read or write access to the hardware registers requires a VM-transition to the hypervisor, which then emulates the hardware behavior. VM-transitions are known to be expensive, partly due to cache pollution [AA06, BYDD+10]. This serial workflow prevents the leveraging of potentially available resources that could be used to improve performance [FSS03, AFT+00].

Offloading computation to a sidecore for speeding up I/O for modified (paravirtualized) guests has been explored by Gavrilovska et al. [GKR+07], Kumar et al. [KRSG07], and Liu and Abali [LA09]. Sidecore emulation offloads device emulation to a sidecore. In contrast with previous paravirtualized sidecore approaches, which require guest modifications, sidecore emulation maintains the same hardware interface between the guest and the sidecore as between a bare-metal OS and the real hardware device, and thus requires no guest modifications. As we show in Section 2.6, sidecore emulation on its own can achieve 69% of bare metal performance—for unmodified guests and without any protection relaxation.

In general, hardware emulation by a sidecore follows the same principles as samecore emulation. The guest programs the device; the hypervisor detects that the guest has accessed the device, decodes the semantics of the access, and emulates the hardware behavior. But sidecore emulation differs from samecore emulation in two fundamental aspects. First, there are no expensive traps from the guest to the hypervisor when the guest accesses device registers. Instead, the device register memory areas are shared between the guest and the hypervisor, and the hypervisor polls the emulated control registers for updates. Second, the guest code and the hypervisor code run on different cores, leading to reduced cache pollution and improved utilization of each core’s exclusive caches.

Efficient hardware emulation by a sidecore is dependent on the interface between the I/O device and the guest OS, since the sidecore polls memory regions instead of receiving notifications on discrete register access events. In general, efficient sidecore emulation requires that the physical hardware have the following (commonly found)
properties.

**Synchronous Register Write Protocol** Sidecore emulation relies on a synchronous protocol between the device driver and the device for a single register’s updates, in the sense that the device driver expects for some indication from the hardware before writing to a register a second time. Such a protocol ensures that the sidecore has time to process the first write before a second write to the same register overwrites the first write’s contents.

**A Single Register Holds Only Read-Only or Write Fields** Registers which hold both read-only and write fields are challenging for a sidecore to handle, since the sidecore has no efficient way of ensuring the guest device driver would not change read-only fields.

**Loose Response Time Requirements** Sidecore emulation is likely to be slower than physical hardware. If the device has strict specifications of the “wall time” device operations take (e.g., “this operation completes within 3ns”) or the device driver makes other strong timing assumptions which hold for real hardware but not for emulated hardware, then the device driver might assume that the hardware is malfunctioning when operations take longer than expected. This property must hold for device emulation in general.

**Explicit Update of Memory-Resident Data Structures** Since the sidecore cannot poll large memory regions efficiently, update to its memory-resident data structures should be explicit, by requiring the device-driver to perform a write-access to the device control registers indicating exactly which data structure it updated.

An additional, optional property that can boost sidecore emulation performance is a limited number of control registers. Since the sidecore needs to sample the control registers of the emulated hardware, a large number of registers would result in long latency between the time the guest sets the control register and the time the sidecore detects the change. In addition, polling a large number of registers may result in cache thrashing.

Intel’s IOMMU has all of the properties required for efficient sidecore emulation. This is in contrast to AMD’s IOMMU, which cannot require the OS’s mapping layer to explicitly update the IOMMU registers upon every change to the memory-resident page tables. We note, however, that the emulated IOMMU and the platform’s physical IOMMU are orthogonal, and Intel’s IOMMU can be emulated when only AMD’s IOMMU is physically present or even when no physical IOMMU is present and bounce buffers are used instead [BYMX+06].

### 2.5.1 Risk and Protection Types

The IOMMU was designed to protect those pages which do not hold I/O buffers from errant DMA transactions. To achieve complete protection, the IOMMU mapping layer must ensure a page is accessible for DMA transactions only if it holds an I/O buffer
that may be used for DMA transaction and only while a valid DMA transaction may target this page [YBYW10].

However, IOMMU mapping layer optimizations may relax protection by completing the synchronous unmap function call by the I/O device driver (logical unmapping) before tearing down the mapping in the physical IOMMU page-tables and completing the physical IOTLB invalidation (physical unmapping).

Deferring physical unmapping this way, as done by the deferred invalidation scheme, the asynchronous invalidation scheme, and the optimistic teardown scheme, could potentially compromise protection for any page which has been logically unmapped but not yet physically unmapped. We differentiate, however, between inter-guest protection, protection between different guest OS instances, and intra-guest protection, protection within a particular guest OS [WRC08].

vIOMMU maintains full inter-guest protection—full isolation between VMs—in all configurations. It maintains inter-guest protection by keeping pages pinned in physical memory until they have been physically unmapped. vIOMMU pins a page in physical memory before mapping it in the IOMMU page table, and only unpins it once the IOMMU mapping of that page is torn down and the IOTLB invalidation is complete. Consequently, any page that is used for a DMA transaction by a guest OS will not be re-allocated to any other guest OS as long as it may be the target of a valid DMA transaction by the first guest OS.

Full intra-guest protection—protecting a guest OS from itself—is arguably less important than inter-guest protection in a virtualized setting. Intra-guest protection may be relaxed by both the host’s and the guest’s mapping layer optimizations. Maintaining complete intra-guest protection with optimal performance in an operating system such as Linux without modifying all drivers remains an open challenge [YBYW10], since Linux drivers assume that any page that has been logically unmapped is also physically unmapped. Consequently, such pages are often re-used by the driver or the I/O stack for other purposes as soon as they have been logically unmapped.

2.5.2 Quantifying Risk

We do not assess the risk posed by arbitrary malicious adversaries, since such adversaries might sometimes be able exploit even very short vulnerability windows [THWDS08]. In our discussion of protection and risk we focus instead on the “window of vulnerability”, when an errant DMA may sneak in and read or write an exposed I/O buffer through a stale mapping. A stale mapping is a mapping which exists after a page has been logically unmapped but before it has been physically unmapped. A stale mapping occurs when the device driver asks to unmap an IOVA translation and receives an affirmative response, despite the actual teardown of the physical IOMMU PTE or physical IOTLB invalidation having been deferred.

We quantify risk along two axes: the duration of vulnerability during which an I/O
buffer is open for reading or writing through a stale mapping, and the *stale mapping bound*, which indicates the maximum number of stale mappings at any given point in time.

We classify the mapping strategies mentioned above into four classes according to their duration: no risk, nanosecond risk, microsecond risk, and millisecond risk.

**No Risk** The only times when there is no risk are when an OS on bare metal uses the strict mapping strategy, or when both guest and host use the strict mapping strategy. Since buffers are unmapped and their mappings invalidated without any delay, there can be no stale mappings regardless of whether we run on bare metal, use samecore emulation, or sidecore emulation. The use of approximate shared mappings does not affect the risk.

**Nanosecond Risk** The time that elapses between the moment when the host posts an invalidation request to the invalidation queue and the invalid translation is actually flushed from the physical IOTLB can be measured in nanoseconds. Since the flush happens in silicon, this duration is a physical property of the platform IOMMU, and the risk only applies to bare metal with asynchronous invalidation. With samecore or sidecore emulation, guest/host communication costs overshadow this duration. We determined experimentally that on our system the stale mapping bound for nanosecond risk is at most two mappings, and the duration of vulnerability is 128 cycles per entry on average.

**Microsecond Risk** Microsecond risk only applies to sidecore emulation and comes into play when the guest does not wait for the host to process an invalidation (i.e., when the guest uses asynchronous invalidation). Here, inter-core communication costs determine the window of vulnerability, since the host must realize that the guest posted an invalidation before it can handle it. In general, the stale mapping bound for microsecond risk is the number of outstanding invalidation requests in the emulated invalidation queue. In our experimental setup the queue was sized to hold at most 128 outstanding entries.

**Millisecond Risk** Millisecond risk applies when either the guest or the host uses the deferred invalidation or optimistic teardown strategies. Regardless of whether the guest or the host defers invalidations or keeps around cached mappings, the window of vulnerability is likely to be in the order of milliseconds. Software configures the stale mappings bounds by setting a quota on the number of cached mappings and a residency time limit on each mapping.

**Overall Risk** When a guest OS uses an emulated IOMMU, the combination of the guest’s and host’s mapping strategies determines the overall protection level. The hypervisor cannot override the guest mapping strategy to provide greater protection, since the hypervisor is unaware of any cached mappings or deferred invalidations in the guest until the guest unmaps them and executes the invalidations. Therefore, the hypervisor can either keep the guest’s level of protection by using a strict invalidation scheme, or relax it for better performance.
Table 2.2: Evaluated configurations. The host column is meaningless when running the native configuration. The maximal number of stale mappings for async and deferred host is the size of the IOTLB, namely, 32.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>config</th>
<th>guest/</th>
<th>guest/</th>
<th>guest/</th>
<th>native</th>
<th>native</th>
<th>native</th>
<th>host</th>
<th>host max</th>
<th>host max</th>
<th>duration magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>native</td>
<td>inv.</td>
<td>reuse</td>
<td>native</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>inv.</td>
<td>stale#</td>
<td>stale#</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strict</td>
<td>strict</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>unpatched</td>
<td>strict</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>strict</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>µsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared</td>
<td>strict</td>
<td>shared</td>
<td>patched</td>
<td>strict</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>strict</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async</td>
<td>async</td>
<td>shared</td>
<td>patched</td>
<td>async</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>128+32</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deferred</td>
<td>deferred</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>unpatched</td>
<td>deferred</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>250+32</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt256</td>
<td>async</td>
<td>shared+</td>
<td>patched</td>
<td>deferred</td>
<td>256+</td>
<td>256+</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>unpatched</td>
<td>deferred</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt4096</td>
<td>async</td>
<td>shared+</td>
<td>patched</td>
<td>deferred</td>
<td>4096+</td>
<td>4096+</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Performance Evaluation

2.6.1 Methodology

Experimental Setup We implement the samecore and sidecore emulation of Intel IOMMU, as well as the mapping layer optimizations presented above. We use the KVM hypervisor [KKL+07] and Ubuntu 9.10 running Linux 2.6.35 for both host and guest. Our experimental setup is comprised of an IBM System x3550 M2, which is a dual-socket, four-cores per socket server equipped with Intel Xeon X5570 CPUs running at 2.93GHz. The Chipset is Intel 5520, which supports VT-d. The system includes 16GB of memory and an Emulex OneConnect 10Gbps NIC. We use another identical remote server (connected directly by 10Gbps optical fiber) as a workload generator and a target for I/O transactions. In order to obtain consistent results and to avoid reporting artifacts caused by nondeterministic events, all power optimizations are turned off, namely, sleep states (C-states) and DVFS (dynamic voltage and frequency scaling).

To have comparable setups, guest-mode configurations execute with a single VCPU (virtual CPU), and native-mode configurations likewise execute with a single core enabled. In guest-mode setups, the VCPU and the sidecore are pinned to two different cores on the same die, and 2GB of memory is allocated to the guest.

Microbenchmarks We use two well-known Netperf [Jon95] instances in order to assess the overheads induced by vIOMMU in terms of throughput, CPU cycles, and latency. The first instance—Netperf TCP stream—attempts to maximize the amount of data sent over a single TCP connection, simulating an I/O-intensive workload. The second instance—Netperf UDP RR (request-response)—models a latency-sensitive workload by repeatedly sending a single byte and waiting for a matching single byte response. Latency is calculated as the inverse of the number of transactions per second.

Macrobenchmarks We use two macrobenchmarks to assess the performance of vIOMMU on real applications. The first is MySQL SysBench OLTP (version 0.4.12;
executed with MySQL database version 5.1.37), which was created for benchmarking the MySQL database server by generating OLTP inspired workloads. To simulate high-performance storage, the database is placed on a remote machine’s RAM-drive, which is accessed through NFS and mounted in synchronous mode. The database contains two million records, which collectively require about 1GB. We disable data caching on the server by using the InnoDB engine and the O\_DIRECT flush method.

The second macrobenchmark we use is Apache Bench, evaluating the performance of the Apache web server. Apache Bench is a workload generator that is distributed with Apache to help assess the number of concurrent requests per second that the server is capable of handling. The benchmark is executed with 25 concurrent requests. The logging is disabled to avoid the overhead of writing to disk.

**Configurations** There are many possible combinations of emulation approaches, which are comprised of the guest and host mapping layers and their reuse and invalidation strategies. Each such combination is associated with different protection and performance levels. We cannot evaluate all combinations. We instead choose to present several meaningful ones in the hope that they provide reasonable coverage. The configurations are listed in Table 2.2. Each line in the table pertains to two scenarios: a virtualized setting, with a guest serviced by a host, and a “native” setting with only the bare metal OS running. The latter scenario provides a baseline. It is addressed because our optimizations apply to virtualized settings and bare metal settings alike. We next describe the configurations one by one, from safest to riskiest.

The **strict** configuration involves no optimizations in guest, host, or native modes, and hence it involves no risk; it is the least performant configuration. While strict is not the default mode of Linux, it requires no OS modification, but rather setting an already-existing configurable parameter. Hence it is marked as “unpatched”.

The **shared** configuration is nearly identical to strict except that it adds the approximate shared mapping optimization (Section 2.4.1); it is still risk-free, merely attempting to avoid allocating more than one IOVA for a given physical location and preferring instead to reuse. Notice that for the virtualized setting this optimization is meaningless for the host, as the hypervisor cannot override the IOVA chosen by the guest. The OS is patched because Linux does not natively support shared mappings.

The **async** configuration is similar to the shared configuration, yet in addition it utilizes the asynchronous IOTLB invalidation optimization (Section 2.4.2). The latter immediately invalidates unmapped translations, but does not wait for the IOTLB invalidation to complete, reducing invalidation cost by the time it takes the IOMMU to write its invalidation completion message back to memory. Realistically, the risk exists only for the sidecore setting, which is dominated by inter-core communication cost that is approximated by not more than a handful of \( \mu \)secs. The theoretical maximal number of stale entries is the size of the IOTLB (32) in the host and native settings; in this guest’s case, this is supplemented by the default size of the invalidation queue (128).

The **deferred** configuration is the default configuration of Linux, whereby IOTLB
invalidations are aggregated and processed together every 10ms (Section 2.4.3). In the
guest’s case, stale entries might reside in the IOTLB (32) or in the deferred entries
queue (up to 250 by default). While the entries are in the guest’s queue, the host does
not know about them and hence cannot invalidate them. As both guest and host use a
10ms interval, the per-entry maximal vulnerability window is 20ms for the guest and
half that much for the host and bare metal.

The opt configuration (short for “optimistic”) deploys all optimizations save deferred
invalidation, which is substituted by optimistic teardown (Section 2.4.4). The maximal
number of stale entries we keep alive (for up to 10ms) is 256, similarly to the 250 of
defferred; in a more aggressive configuration we increase that number to 4096.

Finally, the off configuration does not employ an IOMMU in the native setting, and
does not employ a vIOMMU in the virtualized setting. (In the latter case the physical
IOMMU is nevertheless utilized by the host, because the device is still assigned to the
guest.) In this configuration, neither the guest nor the native bare metal enjoy any form
of protection, which is why we marked “all” the mappings as unsafe for their entire
lifetime (“∞”).

Figure 2.2: Average breakdown of (un)mapping a single page using the strict invalidation
scheme.
Figure 2.3: Measuring throughput with Netperf TCP; the baseline for normalization is the optimal throughput attainable by our 10Gbps NIC.

2.6.2 Overhead of (Un)mapping

The IOMMU layer provides exactly two primitives: map and unmap. Before we delve into the benchmark results, we first profile the overhead induced by the vIOMMU with respect to these two operations. Figure 2.2 presents the cycles breakdown of each operation to IOTLB “invalidation”, which is the direct interactions of the OS with the IOMMU, and to “logic”, which encapsulates the rest of the code that builds and destroys the mappings within the I/O page tables.

Notice that guest invalidation overhead is induced even when performing the map operation; this happens because the hypervisor turns on the “caching mode bit”, which, by the IOMMU specification, means that the OS is mandated to first invalidate every new mapping it creates (which allows the hypervisor to track this activity). Most evident in the figure is the fact that the sidecore dramatically cuts down the price of invalidation when compared to samecore, which is a direct result of eliminating the associated VM exits and associated world switches. The other interesting observation is that the rest of the (un)map logic can be accomplished faster by the vIOMMU. This better-than-native performance is a product of the vIOMMU registers being cacheable, as opposed to those of the physical IOMMU.

2.6.3 Benchmark Results

Figure 2.3(a) depicts the throughput of Netperf/TCP for each configuration, from safest to riskiest, along the X axis. The values displayed are normalized by the maximal throughput achieved by bare metal and off, which in this case is 100% of the attainable bandwidth of the 10Gbps NIC. Figure 2.3(b) presents the very same data, but the normalization is done against native on a per-configuration basis; accordingly, the native curve coincides with the “1” grid line. Figure 2.3(c) presents the CPU consumed by Netperf/TCP while doing the corresponding work; observe that the sidecore is associated
Figure 2.4: Measuring latency with the Netperf UDP request-response benchmark; the baseline for normalization (latency of bare metal with no IOMMU) is 41 µsecs.

with two curves in this figure, the lower one corresponds to the useful work done by the sidecore (aside from polling) and the upper one pertains to the main core.

The safe (shared) or nearly safe (async) configurations provide no benefit for the samecore setting, but they can slightly improve the performance of sidecore and native by 2–5 percentage points each. Deferred delivers a much more pronounced improvement, especially in the native case, which manages to attain 91% of the line-rate. By consulting Figure 2.3(c), we can see that native/deferred is not attaining 100%, because the CPU is a bottleneck. Utilizing opt solves this problem, not only for the native setting, but also for the sidecore; opt allows both to fully exploit the NIC. The sidecore/CPU curve (bottom of Figure 2.3(c)) implies that the work required form the IOMMU software layer is little when optimal teardown is employed, allowing the sidecore to catch up with native performance and the samecore to reduce to gap to 0.82x the optimum.

Similarly to the above, Figure 2.4 depicts the latency as measured with Netperf/UDP-RR and the associated CPU consumption. The results largely agree with what we have seen for Netperf/TCP. Deferring the IOTLB invalidation allows the native setting to achieve optimal latency, but only slightly improves the virtualized settings. However, when optimistic teardown is employed, the latency of both sidecore and samecore drops significantly (by about 60 percentage point in the latter case), and they manage attain the optimum. Importantly, the optimum for the samecore and sidecore settings is not the “1” that is shown in Figure 2.4(a); rather, it is the value that is associated with the off configuration of the virtualized settings (guest with no IOMMU protection), which is roughly 1.2 in this case.

Examining Figure 2.4(c), we unsurprisingly see that the CPU is not a bottleneck for this benchmark. We further see that optimistic teardown is the most significant optimization for this metric, allowing the virtualized settings to nearly reach the bare metal optimum.
Figure 2.5: Measuring MySQL throughput; the baseline for normalization is 243 transactions per second.

Figure 2.6: Measuring Apache throughput; the baseline for normalization is 6828 requests per second.
Table 2.3: Measuring the Netperf TCP throughput of 2-VCPUs with strict configuration compared to a single VCPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput(Mbps)</th>
<th>VCPUs load</th>
<th>Sidecore load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>samecore</td>
<td>1345 (+49%)</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidecore</td>
<td>4312 (+54%)</td>
<td>83% 49% (+50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 2.5–2.6 present the results of the macrobenchmarks, showing trends that are rather similar. Optimistic teardown is most meaningful to the samecore setting, boosting its throughput by about 1.5x. For sidecore, however, the optimization has a lesser effect. Specifically, opt4096 improves upon deferred by 1.07x in the case of MySQL, and by 1.04x in the case of Apache. Before the optimistic teardown is applied, the sidecore setting delivers 1.52x and 1.63x better throughput than samecore for MySQL and Apache, respectively. But once it is applied, these figures respectively drop to 1.12x and 1.10x. In other words, for the real applications that we have chosen, sidecore is better than samecore by 50%–60% for safe configurations (as well as for deferred), but when optimistic teardown is applied, this gap is reduced to around 10%. This should come as no surprise as we have already established above that optimistic teardown dramatically reduces the IOMMU overhead.

It is important to note, once again, that the optimum for sidecore and samecore is the off configuration in the virtualized setting, namely 0.86 and 0.68 for MySQL and Apache in Figures 2.5(a) and 2.6(a), respectively. Thus, it is not that the optimistic teardown all of a sudden became less effective for the macrobenchmarks; rather, it is that in comparison to the microbenchmarks the applications attain much higher throughput to begin with, and so the optimization has less room to shine.

The bottom line is that combining sidecore and optimistic teardown brings both MySQL and Apache throughputs to be only 3% less than their respective optima.

### 2.6.4 Sidecore Scalability and Power-Efficiency

Performance gain from the sidecore approach requires the emulating sidecore to be co-scheduled with the VCPUs to achieve low-latency IOMMU emulation. Therefore, it is highly important that the sidecore performs its tasks efficiently with high utilization.

One method for better utilizing the sidecore is to set one emulating sidecore to serve multiple VCPUs or multiple guest CPUs. Table 2.3 presents the performance of a 2 VCPUs setup, using the strict configuration, relative to a single VCPU setup. As shown, sidecore emulation scales up similarly to samecore emulation, and the performance of both improves by approximately 50% in 2 VCPUs setup.

This method, however, may encounter additional latency in a system that consists multiple sockets (dies), as the affinity of the sidecore thread has special importance in such systems. If both the virtual guest and the sidecore are located on the same die, fast cache-to-cache micro-architectural mechanisms can be used to propagate modifications of the IOMMU data structures, and the interconnect imposes no additional latency. In
contrast, when the sidecore is located on a different die, the latency of accessing the emulated IOMMU data structures is increased by interconnect imposed latency. The Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) protocol used on our system requires write-backs of modified cache lines to main memory, which results in latency that can exceed 100ns—over four times the latency of accessing a modified cache line on the same die [MHSM09].

Another method for better utilizing the sidecore is to use its spare cycles productively. Even though the nature of the sidecore is that it is constantly working, a sidecore can have spare cycles—those cycles in which it policed memory and realized it has no pending emulation tasks. One way of improving the system’s overall efficiency is to use such cycles for polling paravirtual devices in addition to emulated devices. Another way is to allow the sidecore to enter a low-power sleep state when it is otherwise idle. We can make sidecore IOMMU emulation more power-efficient by using the CPU’s monitor/mwait capability, which enables the core to enter a low-power state until a monitored cache range is modified [AK08].

However, current x86 architecture only enables monitoring of a single cache line, and the Linux scheduler already uses the monitoring hardware for its internal purposes. Moreover, the sidecore must monitor and respond to writes to multiple emulated registers which do not reside in the same cache line.

We overcame these challenges by using the mapping hardware to monitor the invalidation queue tail (IQT) register of the IOMMU invalidation queue while we periodically monitored the remaining emulated IOMMU registers. (This is possible because the IOMMU mapping layer performs most of its writes to a certain IQT register.) We also relocated the memory range monitored by the scheduler (the need_resched variable) to a memory area which is reserved according to the IOMMU specifications and resides in the same cache line as the IQT register.

Nonetheless, entering a low-power sleep state is suitable only in an extended quiescence period, in which no accesses to the IOMMU take place. This is because entering and exiting low power state takes considerable time [TEF05]. Thus, sidecore emulation is ideally suited for an asymmetric system [KTR+04]. Such systems, which include both high power high performance cores and low power low performance cores, can schedule the hardware emulation code to a core which will provide the desired performance/power consumption tradeoff.

The impact of these two scaling related methods, using sidecore to serve a guest whose VCPU is located on another package, and entering low power state instead of polling, appear in Figure 2.7. According to our experiments, when the sidecore was set on another package, the mapping and unmapping cost increased by 23%, resulting in 25% less TCP throughput than when the sidecore was located on the same package. Entering low-power state increased the cycle cost of mapping and unmapping by 13%, and optimally would decrease performance very little using good heuristics for detecting idle periods. Regardless, in both cases, the cost of sidecore emulation is still considerably
Figure 2.7: The effect of power-saving and CPU affinity on the mapping/unmapping cost of a single page.

lower than that of samecore emulation.

2.7 Related Work

We survey related work along the following dimensions: I/O device emulation for virtual machines, IOMMU mapping strategies for paravirtualized and unmodified guests, and offloading computation to a sidecore.

All common hypervisors in use today on x86 systems emulate I/O devices. Sugerman, Venkitachalam, and Lim discuss device emulation in the context of VMware’s hypervisor [SVL01], Barham et al. discuss it in the context of the Xen hypervisor [BDF+03], Kivity et al. discuss it in the context of the KVM hypervisor [KKL+07], and Bellard discusses it in the context of QEMU [Bel05]. In all cases, device emulation suffered from prohibitive performance [BYDD+10], which led to the development of paravirtualized I/O [BDF+03, Rus08] and direct device assignment I/O [LUSG04, Liu10]. To our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate the feasibility of high-speed I/O device emulation with performance approaching that of bare metal.

Maximizing OS protection from errant DMAs by minimizing the DMA vulnerability duration is important, because devices might be buggy or exploited [BDK05, CG04, LUSG04, Woj08]. Several IOMMU mapping strategies have been suggested for trading off protection and performance [WRC08, YBYW10]. For unmodified guests, the only
usable mapping strategy prior to this work was the direct mapping strategy [WRC08], which provides no protection to the guest OS. Once we expose an emulated IOMMU to the guest OS, the guest OS may choose to use any mapping strategy it wishes to protect itself from buggy or malicious devices.

Additional mapping strategies were possible for paravirtualized guests. The single-use mapping and the shared mapping strategies provide full protection at sizable cost to performance [WRC08]. The persistent mappings strategy provides better performance at the expense of reduced protection. In the persistent mapping strategy mappings persist forever. The on-demand mapping strategy [YBYW10] refines persistent mapping by tearing down mappings once a set quota on the number of mappings was reached. On-demand mapping, however, does not limit the duration of vulnerability. Optimistic teardown provides performance that is equivalent to that of persistent and on-demand mapping, but does so while limiting the duration of vulnerability to mere milliseconds.

Offloading computation to a dedicated core is a well-known approach for speeding up computation [BBD+09, BPS+09, SSBBY10]. Offloading computation to a sidecore in order to speed up I/O for paravirtualized guests was explored by Gavrilovska et al. [GKR+07], Kumar et al. [KRSG07], and in the virtualization polling engine (VPE) by Liu and Abali [LA09]. In order to achieve near native performance for 10GbE, VPE required modifications of the guest OS and a set of paravirtualized drivers for each emulated device. In contrast, our sidecore emulation approach requires no changes to the guest OS.

Building in part upon vIOMMU, the SplitX project [LBYG11] takes the sidecore approach one step further. SplitX aims to run each unmodified guest and the hypervisor on a disjoint set of cores, dedicating a set of cores to each guest and offloading all hypervisor functionality to a disjoint set of sidecores.

2.8 Conclusions

We presented vIOMMU, the first x86 IOMMU emulation for unmodified guests. By exposing an IOMMU to the guest we enable the guest to protect itself from buggy device drivers, while simultaneously making it possible for the hypervisor to overcommit memory. vIOMMU employs two novel optimizations to perform well. The first, “optimistic teardown”, entails simply waiting a few milliseconds before tearing down an IOMMU mapping and demonstrates that a minuscule relaxation of protection can lead to large performance benefits. The second, running IOMMU emulation on a sidecore, demonstrates that given the right software/hardware interface and device emulation, unmodified guests can perform just as well as paravirtualized guests.

The benefits of IOMMU emulation rely on the guest using the IOMMU. Introducing software and hardware support for I/O page faults could relax this requirement and enable seamless memory overcommitment even for non-cooperative guests. Likewise, introducing software and hardware support for multiple levels of IOMMU page ta-
bles [BYDD+10] could in theory provide perfect protection without any decrease in performance. In practice, multiple MMU levels cause more page-faults and higher TLB miss-rates, resulting in lower performance for many workloads [WZW+11]. Similarly, a single level of IOMMU emulation may perform better than multiple levels of IOMMU page tables, depending on workload.
Chapter 3

ELI: Bare-Metal Performance for I/O Virtualization

3.1 Abstract

Direct device assignment enhances the performance of guest virtual machines by allowing them to communicate with I/O devices without host involvement. But even with device assignment, guests are still unable to approach bare-metal performance, because the host intercepts all interrupts, including those interrupts generated by assigned devices to signal to guests the completion of their I/O requests. The host involvement induces multiple unwarranted guest/host context switches, which significantly hamper the performance of I/O intensive workloads. To solve this problem, we present ELI (ExitLess Interrupts), a software-only approach for handling interrupts within guest virtual machines directly and securely. By removing the host from the interrupt handling path, ELI manages to improve the throughput and latency of unmodified, untrusted guests by 1.3x–1.6x, allowing them to reach 97%–100% of bare-metal performance even for the most demanding I/O-intensive workloads.

3.2 Introduction

I/O activity is a dominant factor in the performance of virtualized environments [MST+05, SVL01, LHAP06, WSC+07], motivating direct device assignment where the host assigns physical I/O devices directly to guest virtual machines. Examples of such devices include disk controllers, network cards, and GPUs. Direct device assignment provides superior performance relative to alternative I/O virtualization approaches, because it almost entirely removes the host from the guest’s I/O path. Without direct device assignment, the host must intervene to handle interrupts, which introduces latency and reduces performance. ELI (ExitLess Interrupts) addresses this issue by allowing guests to handle interrupts directly, thus achieving near-bare-metal performance even for I/O-intensive workloads.

---

1 Joint work with Abel Gordon (IBM), Nadav Ha’rel (IBM), Muli Ben-Yehuda (IBM & CS, Technion), Alex Landau (IBM), Dan Tsafrir (CS, Technion), Assaf Schuster (CS, Technion). A paper regarding this part of the work was presented in ASPLOS 2012.
device assignment, I/O-intensive workloads might suffer unacceptable performance
degradation [LUSG04, LHAP06, RS07, WSC+07, YBYW08]. Still, direct access does not allow I/O-intensive workloads to approach bare-metal (non-virtual) performance [BYDD+10, DYL+10, LBYG11, Liu10, WSC+07], limiting it to 60%–65% of the optimum by our measurements. We find that nearly the entire performance difference is induced by interrupts of assigned devices.

I/O devices generate interrupts to asynchronously communicate to the CPU the completion of I/O operations. In virtualized settings, each device interrupt triggers a costly exit [AA06, BYDD+10, LBYG11], causing the guest to be suspended and the host to be resumed, regardless of whether or not the device is assigned. The host first signals to the hardware the completion of the physical interrupt as mandated by the x86 specification. It then injects a corresponding (virtual) interrupt to the guest and resumes the guest’s execution. The guest in turn handles the virtual interrupt and, like the host, signals completion, believing that it directly interacts with the hardware. This action triggers yet another exit, prompting the host to emulate the completion of the virtual interrupt and to resume the guest again. The chain of events for handling interrupts is illustrated in Figure 3.1(a).

The guest/host context switches caused by interrupts induce a tolerable overhead price for non-I/O-intensive workloads, a fact that allowed some previous virtualization studies to claim they achieved bare-metal performance [BDF+03, LPD+11, LUSG04]. But our measurements indicate that this overhead quickly ceases to be tolerable, adversely affecting guests that require throughput of as little as 50 Mbps. Notably, many previous studies, including our work in Chapter 2, improved virtual I/O by
relaxing protection [KSRL10, LPD+11] or by modifying guests [BDF+03, LUSG04]; whereas in this work we focus on the most challenging virtualization scenario of guests that are untrusted and unmodified.

Many previous studies identified interrupts as a major source of overhead [BYDD+10, LSHK09, TEFK05], and many proposed techniques to reduce it, both in bare-metal settings [DTR01, SOK01, Sal07, ZMv02] and in virtualized settings [AGM11, DYL+10, LBYG11, Liu10, WSC+07]. In principle, it is possible to tune devices and their drivers to generate fewer interrupts, thereby reducing the related overhead. But doing so in practice is far from trivial [SQ08] and can adversely affect both latency and throughput. We survey these approaches and contrast them with ours in Section 3.3.

Our approach rests on the observation that the high interrupt rates experienced by a core running an I/O-intensive guest are mostly generated by devices assigned to the guest. Indeed, we measure rates of over 150,000 physical interrupts per second, even while employing standard techniques to reduce the number of interrupts, such as interrupt coalescing [Sal07, ZMv02, AGM11] and hybrid polling [DTR01, SOK01]. As noted, the resulting guest/host context switches are nearly exclusively responsible for the inferior performance relative to bare metal. To eliminate these switches, we propose ELI (ExitLess Interrupts), a software-only approach for handling physical interrupts directly within the guest in a secure manner.

With ELI, physical interrupts are delivered directly to guests, allowing them to process their devices’ interrupts without host involvement; ELI makes sure that each guest forwards all other interrupts to the host. With x86 hardware, interrupts are delivered using a software-controlled table of pointers to functions, such that the hardware invokes the \( k \)-th function whenever an interrupt of type \( k \) fires. Instead of utilizing the guest’s table, ELI maintains, manipulates, and protects a “shadow table”, such that entries associated with assigned devices point to the guest’s code, whereas the other entries are set to trigger an exit to the host. We describe x86 interrupt handling relevant to ELI and ELI itself in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5, respectively. ELI leads to a mostly exitless execution as depicted in Figure 3.1(c).

We experimentally evaluate ELI in Section 3.6 with micro and macro benchmarks. Our baseline configuration employs standard techniques to reduce (coalesce) the number of interrupts, demonstrating ELI’s benefit beyond the state-of-the-art. We show that ELI improves the throughput and latency of guests by 1.3x–1.6x. Notably, whereas I/O-intensive guests were so far limited to 60%–65% of bare-metal throughput, with ELI they reach performance that is within 97%–100% of the optimum. Consequently, ELI makes it possible to, e.g., consolidate traditional data-center workloads that nowadays remain non-virtualized due to unacceptable performance loss.

In Section 3.7 we describe how ELI protects the aforementioned table, maintaining security and isolation while still allowing guests to handle interrupts directly. In Section 3.8 we discuss potential hardware support that would simplify ELI’s design and implementation. Finally, in Section 3.9 we discuss the applicability of ELI and
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our future work directions, and in Section 3.10 we conclude.

3.3 Motivation and Related Work

For the past several decades, interrupts have been the main method by which hardware devices can send asynchronous events to the operating system [Cod62]. The main advantage of using interrupts to receive notifications from devices over polling them is that the processor is free to perform other tasks while waiting for an interrupt. This advantage applies when interrupts happen relatively infrequently [RWR+00], as has been the case until high performance storage and network adapters came into existence. With these devices, the CPU can be overwhelmed with interrupts, leaving no time to execute code other than the interrupt handler [MR97]. When the operating system is run in a guest, interrupts have a higher cost since every interrupt causes multiple exits [AA06, BYDD+10, LBYG11].

In the remainder of this section we introduce the existing approaches to reduce the overheads induced by interrupts, and we highlight the novelty of ELI in comparison to these approaches. We subdivide the approaches into two categories.

3.3.1 Generic Interrupt Handling Approaches

We now survey approaches that equally apply to bare metal and virtualized environments.

Polling disables interrupts entirely and polls the device for new events at regular intervals. The benefit is that handling device events becomes synchronous, allowing the operating system to decide when to poll and thus limit the number of handler invocations. The drawbacks are added latency and wasted cycles when no events are pending. If polling is done on a different core, latency is improved, yet a core is wasted. Polling also consumes power since the processor cannot enter an idle state.

A hybrid approach for reducing interrupt-handling overhead is to dynamically switch between using interrupts and polling [DTR01, MR97, IS99]. Linux uses this approach by default through the NAPI mechanism [SOK01]. Switching between interrupts and polling does not always work well in practice, partly due to the complexity of predicting the number of interrupts a device will issue in the future.

Another approach is interrupt coalescing [ZMv02, Sal07, AGM11], in which the OS programs the device to send one interrupt in a time interval or one interrupt per several events, as opposed to one interrupt per event. As with the hybrid approaches, coalescing delays interrupts and hence might suffer from the same shortcomings in terms of latency. In addition, coalescing has other adverse effects and cannot be used as the only interrupt mitigation technique. Zec et al. [ZMv02] show that coalescing can burst TCP traffic that was not bursty beforehand. It also increases latency [LSHK09, ROS+11], since the operating system can only handle the first packet of a series when the last coalesced interrupt for the series arrived. Deciding on the right model and parameters...
for coalescing is complex and depends on the workload, particularly when the workload runs within a guest [DYL+10]. Getting it right for a wide variety of workloads is hard if not impossible [AGM11, SQ08]. Unlike coalescing, ELI does not reduce the number of interrupts; instead it streamlines the handling of interrupts targeted at virtual machines. Coalescing and ELI are therefore complementary: coalescing reduces the number of interrupts, and ELI reduces their price. Furthermore, with ELI, if a guest decides to employ coalescing, it can directly control the interrupt rate and latency, leading to predictable results. Without ELI, the interrupt rate and latency cannot be easily manipulated by changing the coalescing parameters, since the host’s involvement in the interrupt path adds variability and uncertainty.

All evaluations in Section 3.6 were performed with the default Linux configuration, which combines the hybrid approach (via NAPI) and coalescing.

### 3.3.2 Virtualization-Specific Approaches

Using an emulated or paravirtual [BDF+03, Rus08] device provides much flexibility on the host side, but its performance is much lower than that of device assignment, not to mention bare metal. Liu [Liu10] shows that device assignment of SR-IOV devices [DYR08] can achieve throughput close to bare metal at the cost of as much as 2x higher CPU utilization. He also demonstrates that interrupts have a great impact on performance and are a major expense for both the transmit and receive paths. For this reason, although applicable to the emulated and paravirtual case as well, ELI’s main focus is on improving device assignment.

Interrupt overhead is amplified in virtualized environments. The Turtles project [BYDD+10] shows interrupt handling to cause a 25% increase in CPU utilization for a single-level virtual machine when compared with bare metal, and a 300% increase in CPU utilization for a nested virtual machine.

Dong et al. [DYL+10] discuss a framework for implementing SR-IOV support in the Xen hypervisor. Their results show that SR-IOV can achieve line rate with a 10Gbps network card (NIC). However, the CPU utilization is at least 150% of bare metal. They also show that guest LAPIC accesses for the purpose of completing an interrupt result in a 43% overhead—overhead that ELI eliminates.

Like ELI, several studies attempted to reduce the aforementioned extra overhead of interrupts in virtual environments. vIC [AGM11] discusses a method for interrupt coalescing in virtual storage devices and shows an improvement of up to 5% in a macro benchmark. Their method decides how much to coalesce based on the number of “commands in flight”. Therefore, as the authors say, this approach cannot be used for network devices due to the lack of information on commands (or packets) in flight. Furthermore, no comparison is made with bare-metal performance.

In CDNA [WSC+07], the authors propose a method for concurrent and direct network access for virtual machines. This method requires physical changes to NICs
akin to SR-IOV. With CDNA, the NIC and the hypervisor split the work of multiplexing several guests’ network flows onto a single NIC. In the CDNA model the hypervisor is still involved in the I/O path. While CDNA significantly increases throughput compared to the standard paravirtual driver in Xen, it is still 2x–3x slower than bare metal.

SplitX [LBYG11] proposes hardware extensions for running virtual machines on dedicated cores, with the hypervisor running in parallel on a different set of cores. Interrupts arrive only at the hypervisor cores and are then sent to the appropriate guests via an exitless inter-core communication mechanism. In contrast, with ELI the hypervisor can share cores with its guests, and instead of injecting interrupts to guests, programs the interrupts to arrive at them directly. Moreover, ELI does not require any hardware modifications and runs on current hardware.

NoHype [KSRL10] argues that modern hypervisors are prone to attacks by their guests. In the NoHype model, the hypervisor is a thin layer that starts, stops, and performs other administrative actions on guests, but is not otherwise involved. Guests use assigned devices and interrupts are delivered directly to guests. No details of the implementation or performance results are provided. Instead, the authors focus on describing the security and other benefits of the model.

In Following the White Rabbit [WR11], the authors show several interrupt-based attacks on hypervisors, which can be addressed through the use of interrupt remapping [AJM+06]. Interrupt remapping can stop the guest from sending arbitrary interrupts to the host; it does not, as its name might imply, provide a mechanism for secure and direct delivery of interrupts to the guest. Since ELI delivers interrupts directly to guests, bypassing the host, the hypervisor is immune to certain interrupt-related attacks.

3.4 x86 Interrupt Handling

ELI gives untrusted and unmodified guests direct access to the architectural interrupt handling mechanisms in such a way that the host and other guests remain protected. To put ELI’s design in context, we begin with a short overview of how interrupt handling works on x86 today.

3.4.1 Interrupts in Bare-Metal Environments

x86 processors use interrupts and exceptions to notify system software about incoming events. Interrupts are asynchronous events generated by external entities such as I/O devices; exceptions are synchronous events—such as page faults—caused by the code being executed. In both cases, the currently executing code is interrupted and execution jumps to a pre-specified interrupt or exception handler.

x86 operating systems specify handlers for each interrupt and exception using an architected in-memory table, the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT). This table contains
up to 256 entries, each entry containing a pointer to a handler. Each architecturally-defined exception or interrupt have a numeric identifier—an exception number or interrupt *vector*—which is used as an index to the table. The operating systems can use one IDT for all of the cores or a separate IDT per core. The operating system notifies the processor where each core’s IDT is located in memory by writing the IDT’s virtual memory address into the Interrupt Descriptor Table Register (IDTR). Since the IDTR holds the virtual (not physical) address of the IDT, the OS must always keep the corresponding address mapped in the active set of page tables. In addition to the table’s location in memory, the IDTR also holds the table’s size.

When an external I/O device raises an interrupt, the processor reads the current value of the IDTR to find the IDT. Then, using the interrupt vector as an index to the IDT, the CPU obtains the virtual address of the corresponding handler and invokes it. Further interrupts may or may not be blocked while an interrupt handler runs.

System software needs to perform operations such as enabling and disabling interrupts, signaling the completion of interrupt handlers, configuring the timer interrupt, and sending inter-processor interrupts (IPIs). Software performs these operations through the Local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (LAPIC) interface. The LAPIC has multiple registers used to configure, deliver, and signal completion of interrupts. Signaling the completion of interrupts, which is of particular importance to ELI, is done by writing to the end-of-interrupt (EOI) LAPIC register. The newest LAPIC interface, x2APIC [Int08], exposes its registers using model specific registers (MSRs), which are accessed through “read MSR” and “write MSR” instructions. Previous LAPIC interfaces exposed the registers only in a pre-defined memory area which is accessed through regular load and store instructions.

### 3.4.2 Interrupts in Virtual Environments

x86 hardware virtualization [UNR+05, AMD11] provides two modes of operation, *guest mode* and *host mode*. The host, running in host mode, uses guest mode to create new contexts for running guest virtual machines. Once the processor starts running a guest, execution continues in guest mode until some sensitive event [PG74] forces an exit back to host mode. The host handles any necessary events and then resumes the execution of the guest, causing an entry into guest mode. These exits and entries are the primary cause of virtualization overhead [AA06, BYDD+10, LBYG11, RS07]. The overhead is particularly pronounced in I/O intensive workloads [LBYG11, Liu10, STJP08, RST+09]. It comes from the cycles spent by the processor switching between contexts, the time spent in host mode to handle the exit, and the resulting cache pollution [AA06, BYDD+10, GKR+07, LBYG11].

This work focuses on running unmodified and untrusted operating systems. On the one hand, unmodified guests are not aware they run in a virtual machine, and they expect to control the IDT exactly as they do on bare metal. On the other hand, the
host cannot easily give untrusted and unmodified guests control of each core’s IDT. This is because having full control over the physical IDT implies total control of the core. Therefore, x86 hardware virtualization extensions use a different IDT for each mode. Guest mode execution on each core is controlled by the guest IDT and host mode execution is controlled by the host IDT. An I/O device can raise a physical interrupt when the CPU is executing either in host mode or in guest mode. If the interrupt arrives while the CPU is in guest mode, the CPU forces an exit and delivers the interrupt to the host through the host IDT.

Guests receive virtual interrupts, which are not necessarily related to physical interrupts. The host may decide to inject the guest with a virtual interrupt because the host received a corresponding physical interrupt, or the host may decide to inject the guest with a virtual interrupt manufactured by the host. The host injects virtual interrupts through the guest IDT. When the processor enters guest mode after an injection, the guest receives and handles the virtual interrupt.

During interrupt handling, the guest will access its LAPIC. Just like the IDT, full access to a core’s physical LAPIC implies total control of the core, so the host cannot easily give untrusted guests access to the physical LAPIC. For guests using the first LAPIC generation, the processor forces an exit when the guest accesses the LAPIC memory area. For guests using x2APIC, the host traps LAPIC accesses through an MSR bitmap. When running a guest, the host provides the CPU with a bitmap specifying which benign MSRs the guest is allowed to access directly and which sensitive MSRs must not be accessed by the guest directly. When the guest accesses sensitive MSRs, execution exits back to the host. In general, x2APIC registers are considered sensitive MSRs.

### 3.4.3 Interrupts from Assigned Devices

The key to virtualization performance is for the CPU to spend most of its time in guest mode, running the guest, and not in the host, handling guest exits. I/O device emulation and paravirtualized drivers [BDF+03, KKL+07, Rus08] incur significant overhead for I/O intensive workloads running in guests [BYDD+10, Liu10]. The overhead is incurred by the host’s involvement in its guests’ I/O paths for programmed I/O (PIO), memory-mapped I/O (MMIO), direct memory access (DMA), and interrupts.

Direct device assignment is the best performing approach for I/O virtualization [DYL+10, Liu10] because it removes some of the host’s involvement in the I/O path. With device assignment, guests are granted direct access to assigned devices. Guest I/O operations bypass the host and are communicated directly to devices. As noted, device DMA’s also bypass the host; devices perform DMA accesses to and from guests; memory directly. Interrupts generated by assigned devices, however, still require host intervention.

In theory, when the host assigns a device to a guest, it should also assign the physical interrupts generated by the device to that guest. Unfortunately, current x86
virtualization only supports two modes: either all physical interrupts on a core are delivered to the currently running guest, or no physical interrupts are delivered to the currently running guest (i.e., all physical interrupts in guest mode cause an exit). An untrusted guest may handle its own interrupts, but it must not be allowed to handle the interrupts of the host and the other guests. Consequently, before ELI, the host had no choice but to configure the processor to force an exit when any physical interrupt arrives in guest mode. The host then inspected the incoming interrupt and decided whether to handle it by itself or inject it to the associated guest.

Figure 3.1(a) describes the interrupt handling flow with baseline device assignment. Each physical interrupt from the guest’s assigned device forces at least two exits from guest to host: when the interrupt arrives (causing the host to gain control and to inject the interrupt to the guest) and when the guest signals completion of the interrupt handling (causing the host to gain control and to emulate the completion for the guest). Additional exits might also occur while the guest handles an interrupt. As we exemplify in Section 3.6, interrupt-related exits to host mode are the foremost contributors to virtualization overhead for I/O intensive workloads.

### 3.5 ELI: Design and Implementation

ELI enables unmodified and untrusted guests to handle interrupts directly and securely. ELI does not require any guest modifications, and thus should work with any operating system. It does not rely on any device-specific features, and thus should work with any assigned device. On the interrupt delivery path, ELI makes it possible for guests to receive physical interrupts from their assigned devices directly while still forcing an exit to the host for all other physical interrupts (Section 3.5.1). On the interrupt completion path, ELI makes it possible for guests to signal interrupt completion without causing any exits (Section 3.5.4). How to do both securely, without letting untrusted guests compromise the security and isolation of the host and guests, is covered in Section 3.7.

#### 3.5.1 Exitless Interrupt Delivery

ELI’s design was guided by the observation that nearly all physical interrupts arriving at a given core are targeted at the guest running on that core. This is due to several reasons. First, in high-performance deployments, guests usually have their own physical CPU cores (or else they would waste too much time context switching); second, high-performance deployments use device assignment with SR-IOV devices; and third, interrupt rates are usually proportional to execution time. The longer each guest runs, the more interrupts it receives from its assigned devices. Following this observation, ELI makes use of available hardware support to deliver all physical interrupts on a given core to the guest running on it, since most of them should be handled by that guest anyway, and forces the (unmodified) guest to reflect back to the host all those
Interrupts which should be handled by the host.

The guest OS continues to prepare and maintain its own IDT. Instead of running the guest with this IDT, ELI runs the guest in guest mode with a different IDT prepared by the host. We call this second guest IDT the shadow IDT. Just like shadow page tables can be used to virtualize the guest MMU [BDF+03, AA06], IDT shadowing can be used to virtualize interrupt delivery. This mechanism, depicted in Figure 3.2, requires no guest cooperation.

By shadowing the guest’s IDT, the host has explicit control over the interrupt handlers invoked by the CPU on interrupt delivery. Each IDT entry has a present bit. Before invoking an entry to deliver an interrupt, the processor checks if that entry is present (has the present bit set). Interrupts delivered to not-present entries raise a not-present (NP) exception. ELI configures the shadow IDT as follows: for exceptions and physical interrupts belonging to devices assigned to the guest, the shadow IDT entries are copied from the guest’s original IDT and marked as present. Every other entry in the shadow IDT should be handled by the host and is therefore marked as non-present to force a not-present exception when the processor tries to invoke the handler. Additionally, the host configures the processor to force an exit from guest mode to host mode whenever a not-present exception occurs.

Any physical interrupt reflected to the host appears in the host as a not-present exception and must be converted back to the original interrupt vector. The host inspects the cause for the not-present exception. If the exit was actually caused by a physical interrupt, the host raises a software interrupt with the same vector as the physical interrupt, which causes the processor to invoke the appropriate IDT entry, converting the not-present exception into a physical interrupt. If the exit was not caused by a
physical interrupt, then it is a true guest not-present exception and should be handled by the guest. In this case, the host injects the exception back into the guest. True guest not-present exceptions are rare in normal execution.

The host also sometimes needs to inject into the guest virtual interrupts raised by devices that are emulated by the host (e.g., the keyboard). These interrupt vectors will have their entries in the shadow IDT marked not-present. To deliver such virtual interrupts through the guest IDT handler, ELI enters a special injection mode by configuring the processor to cause an exit on any physical interrupt and running the guest with the original guest IDT. ELI then injects the virtual interrupt into the guest, which handles the virtual interrupt as described in Section 3.4.2. After the guest signals completion of the injected virtual interrupt, ELI leaves injection mode by reconfiguring the processor to let the guest handle physical interrupts directly and resuming the guest with the shadow IDT. As we later show in Section 3.6, the number of injected virtual interrupts is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of physical interrupts generated by the assigned device. Thus, the overhead caused by switching to injection mode is negligible.

Instead of changing the IDT entries’ present bits to cause reflection into the host, the host could also change the entries themselves to invoke shadow interrupt handlers in guest mode. This alternative method can enable additional functionality, such as delaying or batching physical interrupts, and is discussed in Section 3.9.

### 3.5.2 Placing the Shadow IDT

There are several requirements on where in guest memory to place the shadow IDT. First, it should be hidden from the guest, i.e., placed in memory not normally accessed by the guest. Second, it must be placed in a guest physical page which is always mapped in the guest’s kernel address space. This is an x86 architectural requirement, since the IDTR expects a virtual address. Third, since the guest is unmodified and untrusted, the host cannot rely on any guest cooperation for placing the shadow IDT. ELI satisfies all three requirements by placing the shadow IDT in an extra page of a device’s PCI BAR (Base Address Register).

The PCI specification requires that PCI devices expose their registers to system software as memory through the use of BAR registers. BARs specify the location and sizes of device registers in physical memory. Linux and Windows drivers will map the full size of their devices’ PCI BARs into the kernel’s address space, but they will only access specific locations in the mapped BAR that are known to correspond to device registers. Placing the shadow IDT in an additional memory page tacked onto the end of a device’s BAR causes the guest to (1) map it into its address space, (2) keep it mapped, and (3) not access it during normal operation. All of this happens as part of normal guest operation and does not require any guest awareness or cooperation. To detect runtime changes to the guest IDT, the host also write-protects the shadow IDT.
3.5.3 Configuring Guest and Host Vectors

Neither the host nor the guest have absolute control over precisely when an assigned device interrupt fires. Since the host and the guest may run at different times on the core receiving the interrupt, both must be ready to handle the same interrupt. (The host handles the interrupt by injecting it into the guest.) Interrupt vectors also control that interrupt’s relative priority compared with other interrupts. For both of these reasons, ELI makes sure that for each device interrupt, the respective guest and host interrupt handlers are assigned to the same vector.

Since the guest is not aware of the host and chooses arbitrary interrupt vectors for the device’s interrupts, ELI makes sure the guest, the host, and the device all use the same vectors. ELI does this by trapping the guest’s programming of the device to indicate which vectors it wishes to use and then allocating the same vectors in the host. In the case where these vectors were already used in the host for another device, ELI reassigns that device’s interrupts to other (free) vectors. Finally, ELI programs the device with the vectors the guest indicated. Hardware-based interrupt remapping [AJM+06] can avoid the need to re-program the device vectors by remapping them in hardware instead, but still requires the guest and the host to use the same vectors.

3.5.4 Exitless Interrupt Completion

As shown in Figure 3.1(b), ELI IDT shadowing delivers hardware interrupts to the guest without host intervention. Signaling interrupt completion, however, still forces (at least) one exit to host mode. This exit is caused by the guest signaling the completion of an interrupt. As explained in Section 3.4.2, guests signal completion by writing to the EOI LAPIC register. This register is exposed to the guest either as part of the LAPIC area (older LAPIC interface) or as an x2APIC MSR (the new LAPIC interface). With the old interface, nearly every LAPIC access causes an exit, whereas with the new interface, the host can decide on a per-x2APIC-register basis which register accesses cause exits and which do not.

Before ELI, the host configured the CPU’s MSR bitmap to force an exit when the guest accessed the EOI MSR. ELI exposes the x2APIC EOI register directly to the guest by configuring the MSR bitmap to not cause an exit when the guest writes to the EOI register. No other x2APIC registers are passed directly to the guest; the security and isolation considerations arising from direct guest access to the EOI MSR are discussed in Section 3.7. Figure 3.1(c) illustrates that combining this interrupt completion technique with ELI IDT shadowing allows the guest to handle physical interrupts without any exits on the critical interrupt handling path.

Guests are not aware of the distinction between physical and virtual interrupts. They signal the completion of all interrupts the same way, by writing the EOI register.
When the host injects a virtual interrupt, the corresponding completion should go to the host for emulation and not to the physical EOI register. Thus, during injection mode (described in Section 3.5.1), the host temporarily traps accesses to the EOI register. Once the guest signals the completion of all pending virtual interrupts, the host leaves injection mode.

Trapping EOI accesses in injection mode also enables ELI to correctly emulate x86 nested interrupts. A nested interrupt occurs when a second interrupt arrives while the operating system is still handling a previous interrupt. This can only happen if the operating system enabled interrupts before it finished handling the first interrupt. Interrupt priority dictates that the second (nested) interrupt will only be delivered if its priority is higher than that of the first interrupt. Some guest operating systems, including Windows, make use of nested interrupts. ELI deals with nested interrupts by checking whether the guest is in the middle of handling a physical interrupt. If it is, ELI delays the injection of any virtual interrupt with a priority that is lower than the priority of that physical interrupt.

### 3.5.5 Multiprocessor Environments

Guests may have more virtual CPUs (vCPUs) than available physical cores. However, multiplexing more than one guest vCPU on a single core will lead to an immediate drop in performance, due to the increased number of exits and entries [LGBK08]. Since our main goal is virtual machine performance that equals bare-metal performance, we assume that each guest vCPU has a mostly-dedicated physical core. Executing a guest with multiple vCPUs, each running on its own mostly-dedicated core, requires that ELI support interrupt affinity correctly. ELI allows the guest to configure the delivery of interrupts to a subset of its vCPUs, just as it does on bare metal. ELI does this by intercepting the guest’s interrupt affinity configuration changes and configuring the physical hardware to redirect device interrupts accordingly.

### 3.6 Evaluation

We implement ELI, as described in the previous sections, within the KVM hypervisor [KKL+07]. This section evaluates the functionality and performance of our implementation.

#### 3.6.1 Methodology and Experimental Setup

We measure and analyze ELI’s effect on high-throughput network cards assigned to a guest virtual machine. Network cards are the most common use-case of device assignment, due to: (1) their higher throughput relative to other devices (which makes device assignment particularly appealing over the slower alternatives of emulation and...
paravirtualization); and because (2) SR-IOV network cards make it easy to assign one physical network card to multiple guests.

We use throughput and latency to measure performance, and we contrast the results achieved by virtualized and bare-metal settings to demonstrate that the former can approach the latter. As noted earlier, performance-minded applications would typically dedicate whole cores to guests (single virtual CPU per core). We limit our evaluation to this case.

Our test machine is an IBM System x3550 M2, which is a dual-socket, 4-cores-per-socket server equipped with Intel Xeon X5570 CPUs running at 2.93 GHz. The chipset is Intel 5520, which includes an IOMMU as required for device assignment. The system includes 24GB of memory and an Emulex OneConnect 10Gbps NIC. We use another similar remote server (connected directly by 10Gbps fiber) as workload generator and a target for I/O transactions. We set the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) to its default size of 1500 bytes; we do not use jumbo Ethernet frames.

Guest mode configurations execute with a single vCPU. Bare-metal configurations execute with a single core enabled, so as to have comparable setups. We assign 1GB of memory for both types of configurations. We disable the IOMMU in bare-metal configurations, such that the associated results represent the highest attainable performance. We use the IOMMU for device assignment in virtualized configuration, but do not expose it to guests, as presented in Chapter 2. We disable Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) to avoid power features related artifacts. Both guest and bare-metal setups run Ubuntu 9.10 with Linux 2.6.35.

We run all guests on the KVM hypervisor (which is part of Linux 2.6.35) with QEMU 0.14.0. We run them with and without ELI modifications. To check that ELI functions correctly in other setups, we also deploy it in an environment that uses a different device (a Broadcom NetXtreme II BCM5709 1Gbps NIC) and a different OS (Windows 7); we find that ELI indeed operates correctly.

Unless otherwise stated, we configure the hypervisor to back the guest’s memory with 2MB huge pages [NIDC02] and two-dimensional page tables. Huge pages minimize two-dimensional paging overhead [BSSM08] and reduce TLB pressure. We note that only the host uses huge pages; in all cases the guest still operates with the default 4KB page size. We later quantify the performance without huge pages, finding that they improve performance of both baseline and ELI runs.

Recall that ELI makes use of the x2APIC hardware to avoid exits on interrupt completions (see Section 3.5.4). Alas, the hardware we used for evaluation did not support x2APIC. To nevertheless measure the benefits of ELI utilizing x2APIC hardware, we slightly modify our Linux guest to emulate the x2APIC behavior. Specifically, we expose the physical LAPIC and a control flag to the guest, such that the guest may perform an EOI on the virtual LAPIC (forcing an exit) or the physical LAPIC (no exit), depending on the value of the control flag.
3.6.2 Throughput

I/O virtualization performance suffers the most with workloads that are I/O intensive, and which incur many interrupts. We start our evaluation by measuring three well-known examples of network-intensive workloads, and show that for these benchmarks ELI provides a significant (49%–66%) throughput increase over baseline device assignment, and that it nearly (to 0%-3%) reaches bare-metal performance. We consider the following three benchmarks:

1. **Netperf** TCP stream, is the simplest of the three benchmarks [Jon95]. It opens a single TCP connection to the remote machine, and makes as many rapid `write()` calls of a given size as possible.

2. **Apache** is an HTTP server. We use ApacheBench to load the server and measure its performance. ApacheBench runs on the remote machine and repeatedly requests a static page of a given size from several concurrent threads.

3. **Memcached** is a high-performance in-memory key-value storage server [Fit04]. It is used by many high-profile Web sites for caching results of slow database queries, thereby significantly improving the site’s overall performance and scalability. We used the Memslap benchmark, part of the libmemcached client library, to load the server and measure its performance. Memslap runs on the remote machine, sends a random sequence of memcached `get` (90%) and `set` (10%) requests to the server and measures the request completion rate.

We configure each benchmark with parameters which fully load the tested machine’s CPU (so that throughput can be compared), but do not saturate the tester machine. We configure Netperf to do 256-byte writes, ApacheBench to request 4KB static pages
Figure 3.4: ELI’s improvement for each of the workloads, with normal (4K) and huge (2M) host pages. Gains over baseline device assignment with normal pages or huge pages are noted inside the respective bars.

from 4 concurrent threads, and Memslap to make 64 concurrent requests from 4 threads (with other parameters set to their default values). We verify that the results do not significantly vary when we change these parameters.

Figure 3.3 illustrates how ELI improves the throughput of these three benchmarks. Each of the benchmarks was run on bare metal (no virtualization) and under three virtualized setups: baseline device assignment, device assignment with ELI delivery only, and device assignment with full ELI (avoiding exits on both delivery and completion of interrupts). The results are based on averaging ten identical runs, with the standard deviation being up to 0.9% of the average for the Netperf runs, up to 0.5% for Apache, and up to 2.6% for Memcached.

The figure shows that baseline device assignment performance is still considerably below bare-metal performance: Netperf throughput on a guest is at 60% of bare-metal throughput, Apache is at 65%, and Memcached at 60%. With ELI, Netperf achieves 98% of the bare-metal throughput, Apache 97%, and Memcached 100%.

It is evident from the figure that using ELI gives a significant throughput increase, 63%, 49%, and 66% for Netperf, Apache, and Memcached, respectively. The measurements also show that ELI delivery-only gives most of the performance benefit of the full ELI. For Apache, ELI delivery-only gives a 33% throughput increase, and avoiding the remaining completion exits improves throughput by an additional 12%.

As noted, these results are obtained with the huge pages feature enabled, which means KVM utilizes 2MB host pages to back guests’ memory (though guests still continue to use normal-sized 4KB pages). Backing guests with huge pages gives an across-the-board performance improvement to both baseline and ELI runs. To additionally demonstrate ELI’s performance when huge pages are not available, Figure 3.4 contrasts results from all three benchmarks with and without huge pages. We see that using ELI gives a significant throughput increase, 128%, 42%, and 59% for Netperf, Apache, and Memcached, respectively, even without huge pages. We further see that bare-metal performance for guests requires the host to use huge pages. This requirement arises due to architectural limitations; without it, pressure on the memory subsystem significantly
### Table 3.1: Execution breakdown for the three benchmarks, with baseline device assignment, delivery-only ELI, and full ELI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>ELI delivery</th>
<th>ELI</th>
<th>Bare metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netperf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exits/s</td>
<td>102222</td>
<td>43832</td>
<td>764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in guest</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts/s</td>
<td>48802</td>
<td>42600</td>
<td>48746</td>
<td>48430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handled in host</td>
<td>48802</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injections/s</td>
<td>49058</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRQ windows/s</td>
<td>8060</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput mbps</td>
<td>3145</td>
<td>4886</td>
<td>5119</td>
<td>5245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exits/s</td>
<td>90506</td>
<td>64187</td>
<td>1118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in guest</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts/s</td>
<td>36418</td>
<td>61499</td>
<td>66546</td>
<td>68851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handled in host</td>
<td>36418</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injections/s</td>
<td>36671</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRQ windows/s</td>
<td>7801</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requests/s</td>
<td>7729</td>
<td>10249</td>
<td>11480</td>
<td>11875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg response ms</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exits/s</td>
<td>123134</td>
<td>123402</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in guest</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts/s</td>
<td>59394</td>
<td>120526</td>
<td>154512</td>
<td>155882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handled in host</td>
<td>59394</td>
<td>2319</td>
<td>207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injections/s</td>
<td>59649</td>
<td>2581</td>
<td>472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRQ windows/s</td>
<td>9069</td>
<td>2345</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactions/s</td>
<td>112299</td>
<td>153617</td>
<td>186364</td>
<td>186824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hampers performance due to two-dimensional hardware page walks [BSSM08]. As can be seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the time saved by eliminating the exits due to interrupt delivery and completion varies. The host handling of interrupts is a complex operation, and is avoided by ELI delivery. What ELI completion then avoids is the host handling of EOI, but that handling is quick when ELI is already enabled—it basically amounts to issuing an EOI on the physical LAPIC (see Section 3.5.4).

### 3.6.3 Execution Breakdown

Breaking down the execution time to host, guest, and overhead components allows us to better understand how and why ELI improves the guest’s performance. Table 3.1 shows this breakdown for the above three benchmarks.

Intuitively, guest performance is better with ELI because the guest gets a larger fraction of the CPU (the host uses less), and/or because the guest runs more efficiently when it gets to run. With baseline device assignment, only 60%–69% of the CPU time
is spent in the guest. The rest is spent in the host, handling exits or performing the
world-switches necessary on every exit and entry.

With only ELI delivery enabled, the heavy “interrupts handled in host” exits are
avoided and the time in the guest jumps to 83%–94%. Although EOI exit handling is
fairly fast, there are still many exits (43,832–123,402 in the different benchmarks), and
the world-switch times still add up to a significant overhead. Only when ELI completion
eliminates most those exits and most world-switches, do both time in host (1%–2%)
and number of world-switches (764–1,118) finally become low.

In baseline device assignment, all interrupts arrive at the host (perhaps after exiting
a running guest) and are then injected to the guest. The injection rate is slightly higher
than interrupt rate because the host injects additional virtual interrupts, such as timer
interrupts.

With ELI delivery, only the 678–2,319 interrupts that occur while the host is running,
or during exits, or while handling an injected interrupt, will arrive at the host—the rest
will be handled directly by the guest. The number of interrupts “handled in host” is
even lower (103–207) when ELI completion is also used, because the fraction of the time
that the CPU is running the host or exiting to the host is much lower.

Baseline device assignment is further slowed down by “IRQ window” exits: on bare
metal, when a device interrupt occurs while interrupts are blocked, the interrupt will be
delivered by the LAPIC hardware some time later. But when a guest is running, an
interrupt always causes an immediate exit. The host wishes to inject this interrupt to
the guest (if it is an interrupt from the assigned device), but if the guest has interrupts
blocked, it cannot. The x86 architecture solution is to run the guest with an “IRQ
window” enabled, requesting an exit as soon as the guest enables interrupts. In the
table, we can see 7801–9069 of these exits every second in the baseline device assignment
run. ELI mostly eliminates IRQ window overhead, by eliminating most injections.

As expected, ELI slashes the number of exits, from 90,506–123,134 in the baseline
device assignment runs, to just 764–1,118. One might guess that delivery-only ELI,
which avoids one type of exit (on delivery) but retains another (on completion), should
result in an exit rate halfway between the two. But in practice, other factors play into
the ELI delivery-only exit rate: the interrupt rate might have changed from the baseline
case (we see it significantly increased in the Apache and Memcached benchmarks, but
slightly lowered in Netperf), and even in the baseline case some interrupts might have
not caused exits because they happened while the host was running (and it was running
for a large fraction of the time). The number of IRQ window exits is also different, for
the reasons discussed above.

3.6.4 Impact of Interrupt Rate

The benchmarks in the previous section demonstrated that ELI significantly improves
throughput over baseline device assignment for I/O intensive workloads. But as the
workload spends less of its time on I/O and more of its time on computation, it seems likely that ELI’s improvement might be less pronounced. Nonetheless, counterintuitively, we shall now show that ELI continues to provide relatively large improvements until we reach some fairly high computation-per-I/O ratio (and some fairly low throughput). To this end, we modify the Netperf benchmark to perform a specified amount of extra computation per byte written to the stream. This resembles many useful server workloads, where the server does some computation before sending its response.

A useful measure of the ratio of computation to I/O is cycles/byte, the number of CPU cycles spent to produce one byte of output; this ratio is easily measured as the quotient of CPU frequency (in cycles/second) and workload throughput (in bytes/second). Note, cycles/byte is inversely proportional to throughput. Figure 3.5(a) depicts ELI’s improvement as a function of this ratio, showing it remains over 25% until after 60 cycles/byte (which corresponds to throughput of only 50Mbps). The reason underlying this result becomes apparent when examining Figure 3.5(b), which shows the interrupt rates measured during the associated runs from Figure 3.5(a). Contrary to what one might expect, the interrupt rate is not proportional to the throughput (until 60 cycles/byte); instead, it remains between 30K–60K. As will be shortly exemplified, rates are kept in this range due to the NIC (which coalesces interrupts) and the Linux driver (which employs the NAPI mechanism), and they would have been higher if it were not for these mechanisms. Since ELI lowers the overhead of handling interrupts, its benefit is proportional to their rate, not to throughput, a fact that explains why the improvement is similar over a range of computation-I/O values. The fluctuations in interrupt rate (and hence in ELI improvement) shown in Figure 3.5 for cycles/byte < 20 are not caused by virtualization; they are also present in bare metal settings and have to do with the specifics of the Linux NIC driver implementation.

We now proceed to investigate the dependence of ELI’s improvement on the amount of coalescing done by the NIC, which immediately translates to the amount of generated interrupts. Our NIC imposes a configurable cap on coalescing, allowing its users to set a
time duration $T$, such that the NIC will not fire more than one interrupt per $T \mu s$ (longer $T$ implies less interrupts). We set the NIC’s coalescing cap to the following values: 16$\mu s$, 24$\mu s$, 32$\mu s$, . . . , 96$\mu s$. Figure 3.6 plots the results of the associated experiments (the data along the curve denotes values of $T$). Clearly, higher interrupt rates imply higher savings due to ELI. The smallest interrupt rate that our NIC generates for this workload is 13K interrupts per second (with $T=96\mu s$), and even with this maximal coalescing ELI still provides a respectable 10% performance improvement over the baseline. ELI achieves at least 99% of bare-metal throughput in all of the experiments described in this subsection.

### 3.6.5 Latency

By removing the exits caused by external interrupts, ELI substantially reduces the time it takes to deliver interrupts to the guest. This period of time is critical for latency-sensitive workloads. We measure ELI’s latency improvement using Netperf UDP request-response, which sends a UDP packet and waits for a reply before sending the next. To simulate a busy guest that always has some work to do alongside a latency-sensitive application, we run a busy-loop within the guest. Table 3.2 presents the results. We can see that baseline device assignment increases bare metal latency by 8.21$\mu s$ and that ELI reduces this gap to only 0.58$\mu s$, which is within 98% of bare-metal latency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Avg latency</th>
<th>% of bare-metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>36.14 µs</td>
<td>129%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELI delivery-only</td>
<td>30.10 µs</td>
<td>108%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELI</td>
<td>28.51 µs</td>
<td>102%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare-metal</td>
<td>27.93 µs</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Latency measured by Netperf UDP request-response benchmark.

3.7 Security and Isolation

ELI’s performance stems from the host giving guests direct access to privileged architectural mechanisms. In this section, we review potential threats and how ELI addresses them.

3.7.1 Threat Model

We analyze malicious guest attacks against the host through a hardware-centric approach. ELI grants guests direct control over several hardware mechanisms that current hypervisors keep protected: interrupt masking, reception of physical interrupts, and interrupt completion via the EOI register. Using these mechanisms, a guest can disable interrupts for unbounded periods of time, try to consume (steal) host interrupts, and issue interrupt completions incorrectly.

Delivering interrupts directly to the guest requires that the guest be able to control whether physical interrupts are enabled or disabled. Accordingly, ELI allows the guest to control interrupt masking, both globally (all interrupts are blocked) and by priority (all interrupts whose priority is below a certain threshold are blocked). Ideally, interrupts that are not assigned to the guest would be delivered to the host even when the guest masks them, yet x86 does not currently provide such support. As a result, the guest is able to mask any interrupt, possibly forever. Unless addressed, masking high-priority interrupts such as the thermal interrupt that indicates the CPU is running hot, may cause the system to crash. Likewise, disabling and never enabling interrupts could allow the guest to run forever.

While ELI configures the guest shadow IDT to trigger an exit for non-assigned physical interrupts, the interrupts are still first delivered to the guest. Therefore, we must consider the possibility that a guest, in spite of ELI, manages to change the physical IDT. If this happens, both assigned interrupts and non-assigned interrupts will be delivered to the guest while it is running. If the guest manages to change the physical IDT, a physical interrupt might not be delivered to the host, which might cause a host device driver to malfunction.

ELI also grants the guest direct access to the EOI register. Reading EOI is prevented by the CPU, and writes to the register while no interrupt is handled do not affect the system. Nevertheless, if the guest exits to the host without signaling the completion of in-service interrupts, it can affect the host interruptibility, as x86 automatically masks...
all interrupts whose priority is lower than the one in service. Since the interrupt is technically still in service, the host may not receive lower-priority interrupts.

3.7.2 Protection

ELI's design addresses all of these threats. To protect against malicious guests stealing CPU time by disabling interrupts forever, ELI uses the preemption timer feature of x86 virtualization, which triggers an unconditional exit after a configurable period of time elapses.

To protect host interruptibility, ELI signals interrupt completion for any assigned interrupt still in service after an exit. To maintain correctness, when ELI detects that the guest did not complete any previously delivered interrupts, it falls back to injection mode until the guest signals completions of all in-service interrupts. Since all of the registers that control CPU interruptibility are reloaded upon exit, the guest cannot affect host interruptibility.

To protect against malicious guests blocking or consuming critical physical interrupts, ELI uses one of the following mechanisms. First, if there is a core which does not run any ELI-enabled guests, ELI redirects critical interrupts there. If no such core is available, ELI uses a combination of Non-Maskable-Interrupts (NMIs) and IDT limiting.

Non-Maskable-Interrupts (NMIs) trigger unconditional exits; they cannot be blocked by guests. ELI redirects critical interrupts to the core's single NMI handles. All critical interrupts are registered with the NMI handler, and whenever an NMI occurs, the NMI handler calls all registered interrupt vectors to discern which critical interrupt occurred. NMI sharing has a negligible run-time cost (since critical interrupts rarely happen). However, some devices and device drivers may lock up or otherwise misbehave if their interrupt handlers are called when no interrupt was raised.

For critical interrupts whose handlers must only be called when an interrupt actually occurred, ELI uses a complementary coarse grained IDT limit mechanism. The IDT limit is specified in the IDTR register, which is protected by ELI and cannot be changed by the guest. IDT limiting reduces the limit of the shadow IDT, causing all interrupts whose vector is above the limit to trigger the usually rare general purpose exception (GP). GP is intercepted and handled by the host similarly to the not-present (NP) exception. Unlike reflection through NP (Section 3.5.1), which the guest could perhaps subvert by changing the physical IDT, no events take precedence over the IDTR limit check [Int10]. It is therefore guaranteed that all handlers above the limit will trap to the host when called.

For IDT limiting to be transparent to the guest, the limit must be set above the highest vector of the assigned devices' interrupts. Moreover, it should be higher than any software interrupt that is in common use by the guest, since such interrupts will undesirably trigger frequent exits and reduce performance. Therefore, in practice ELI sets the threshold just below the vectors used by high-priority interrupts in common
operating systems [BC05, RS04]. Since this limits the number of available above-the-limit handlers, ELI uses the IDT limiting for critical interrupts and reflection through not-present exceptions for other interrupts.

3.8 Architectural Support

The overhead of interrupt handling in virtual environments is due to the design choices of x86 hardware virtualization. The implementation of ELI could be simplified and improved by adding a few features to the processor.

First, to remove the complexity of managing the shadow IDT and the overhead caused by exits on interrupts, the processor should provide a feature to assign physical interrupts to a guest. Interrupts assigned to a guest should be delivered through the guest IDT without causing an exit. Any other interrupt should force an exit to the host context. Interrupt masking during guest mode execution should not affect non-assigned interrupts. To solve the vector sharing problem described in Section 3.5.3, the processor should provide a mechanisms to translate from host interrupt vectors to guest interrupt vectors. Second, to remove the overhead of interrupt completion, the processor should allow a guest to signal completion of assigned interrupts without causing an exit. For interrupts assigned to a guest, EOI writes should be directed to the physical LAPIC. Otherwise, EOI writes should force an exit.

3.9 Applicability and Future Work

While this work focuses on the advantages of letting guests handle physical interrupts directly, ELI can also be used to directly deliver all virtual interrupts, including those of paravirtual devices, emulated devices, and inter-processor interrupts (IPI). Currently, hypervisors deliver these interrupts to guests through the architectural virtual interrupt mechanism. This mechanism requires multiple guest exits, which would be eliminated by ELI. The only requirement for using ELI is that the interrupt vector not be used by the host. Since interrupt vectors tend to be fixed, the host can in most cases relocate the interrupts handlers it uses to other vectors that are not used by guests.

ELI can also be used for injecting guests with virtual interrupts without exits, in scenarios where virtual interrupts are frequent. The host can send an IPI from any core with the proper virtual interrupt vector to the target guest core, eliminating the need for exits due to interrupt-window, interrupt delivery, and completion. The host can also inject interrupts into the guest from the same core by sending a self-IPI right before resuming the guest, so the interrupt will be delivered in the guest context, saving at least the exit currently required for interrupt completion.

ELI can also be used for direct delivery to guests of LAPIC-triggered non-critical interrupts such as the timer interrupt. Once the timer interrupt is assigned to the
guest, the host can use the architectural preemption timer (described in Section 3.7) for preempting the guest instead of relying on the timer interrupt.

The current ELI implementation configures the shadow IDT to force an exit when the guest is not supposed to handle an incoming physical interrupt. In the future, we plan to extend our implementation and configure the shadow IDT to invoke shadow interrupt handlers—handler routines hidden from the guest operating system and controlled by the host [BDA]. Using this approach, the shadow handlers running host code will be executed in guest mode without causing a transition to host mode. The code could then inspect the interrupt and decide to batch it, delay it, or force an immediate exit. This mechanism can help to mitigate the overhead of physical interrupts not assigned to the guest. In addition, shadow handlers can also be used for function call injection, allowing the host to run code in guest mode.

3.10 Conclusions

The key to high virtualization performance is for the CPU to spend most of its time in guest mode, running the guest, and not in the host, handling guest exits. Yet current approaches to x86 virtualization induce multiple exits by requiring host involvement in the critical interrupt handling path. The result is that I/O performance suffers. We propose to eliminate the unwarranted exits by introducing ELI, an approach that lets guests handle interrupts directly and securely. Building on many previous efforts to reduce virtualization overhead, ELI finally makes it possible for untrusted and unmodified virtual machines to reach nearly bare-metal performance, even for the most I/O-intensive and interrupt-heavy workloads.

ELI also demonstrates that the rich x86 architecture, which in many cases complicates hypervisor implementations, provides exciting opportunities for optimization. Exploiting these opportunities, however, may require using architectural mechanisms in ways that their designers did not necessarily foresee.
Chapter 4

VSWAPPER: A Memory Swapper For Virtualized Environments

4.1 Abstract

The number of guest virtual machines that can be consolidated on one physical host is typically limited by the memory size, motivating memory overcommitment. Guests are given a choice to either install a “balloon” driver to coordinate the overcommitment activity, or to experience degraded performance due to uncooperative swapping. Ballooning, however, is not a complete solution, as hosts must still fall back on uncooperative swapping in various circumstances. Additionally, ballooning takes time to accommodate change, and so guests might experience degraded performance under changing conditions.

Our goal is to improve the performance of hosts when they fall back on uncooperative swapping and/or operate under changing load conditions. We carefully isolate and characterize the causes for the associated poor performance, which include various types of superfluous swap operations, decayed swap file sequentiality, and ineffective prefetch decisions upon page faults. We address these problems by implementing VSWAPPER, a guest-agnostic memory swapper for virtual environments that allows efficient, uncooperative overcommitment. With inactive ballooning, VSWAPPER yields up to an order of magnitude performance improvement. Combined with ballooning, VSWAPPER can achieve up to double the performance under changing load conditions.

1 Joint work with Dan Tsafrir (CS, Technion) and Assaf Schuster (CS, Technion). A paper regarding this part of the work was presented in ASPLOS 2014.
4.2 Introduction

The main enabling technology for cloud computing is machine virtualization, which abstracts the rigid physical infrastructure and turns it into soft components easily managed and used. Clouds and virtualization are driven by strong economic incentives, notably the ability to consolidate multiple guest servers on one physical host. The number of guests that one host can support is typically limited by the physical memory size [BCS12, GLV+10, HGS+11, WTLS+09b]. So hosts overcommit their memory to increase their capacity.

Memory of guest virtual machines is commonly overcommitment via a special “balloon” driver installed in the guest [Wal02]. Balloons allocate pinned memory pages at the host’s request, thereby ensuring that guests will not use them; the pages can then be used by the host for some other purpose. When a balloon is “inflated,” it prompts the guest operating system to reclaim memory on its own, which often results in the guest swapping out some of its less frequently used pages to disk.

Ballooning is a common-case optimization for memory reclamation and overcommitment, but, inherently, it is not a complete solution [Hor11, Tan10, Wal02, Yan11]. Hosts cannot rely on guest cooperation, because: (1) clients may have disabled or opted not to install the balloon [Bra08, Oza11, vZ10]; (2) clients may have failed to install the balloon due to technical difficulties [VMw11b, VMw12b, VMw12a, VMw12c, VMw13a, VMw13b, VMw13c]; (3) balloons could reach their upper bound, set by the hypervisor (and optionally adjusted by clients) to enhance stability and to accommodate various guest limitations [Chi10, Den09, Sas12, TH09, VMw10b, Wal02]; (4) balloons might be unable to reclaim memory fast enough to accommodate the demand that the host must satisfy, notably since guest memory swapping involves slow disk activity [HRP+14, MhMMH09, Wal02]; and (5) balloons could be temporarily unavailable due to inner guest activity such as booting [Wal02] or running high priority processes that starve guest kernel services. In all these cases, the host must resort to uncooperative swapping, which is notorious for its poor performance (and which has motivated ballooning in the first place).

While operational, ballooning is a highly effective optimization. But estimating the memory working set size of guests is a hard problem, especially under changing conditions [LS07, HGS+11, JADAD06b], and the transfer of memory pages between guests is slow when the memory is overcommitted [HRP+14, KJL11, MhMMH09, Cor10b]. Thus, upon change, it takes time for the balloon manager to adjust the balloon sizes and to achieve good results. Hosts might therefore rely on uncooperative swapping during this period, and so guests might experience degraded performance until the balloon sizes stabilize.

We note in passing that the use of ballooning constitutes a tradeoff that embodies both a benefit and a price. The benefit is the improved performance achieved through curbing the uncooperative swapping activity. Conversely, the price for clients is that they
need to modify their guest operating systems by installing host-specific software, which has various undesirable consequences such as burdening the clients, being nonportable across different hypervisors, and entailing a small risk of causing undesirable interactions between new and existing software [KT12]. The price for vendors is that they need to put in the effort to support different drivers for every guest operating system kernel and version. (We speculate that, due to this effort, for example, there is no balloon driver available for OS X under KVM and VirtualBox, and the latter supports ballooning for only 64-bit guests [Cor13].) Therefore, arguably, reducing the overheads of uncooperative swapping could sway the decision of whether to employ ballooning or not.

Our goal in this paper is twofold. To provide a superior alternative to baseline uncooperative host swapping, to be used by hosts as a performant fall back for when balloons cannot be used. And to enhance guests’ performance while ballooning is utilized under changing load conditions. We motivate this goal in detail in Section 4.3.

We investigate why uncooperative swapping degrades performance in practice and find that it is largely because of: (1) “silent swap writes” that copy unchanged blocks of data from the guest disk image to the host swap area; (2) “stale swap reads” triggered when guests perform explicit disk reads whose destination buffers are pages swapped out by the host; (3) “false swap reads” triggered when guests overwrite whole pages previously swapped out by the host while disregarding their old content (e.g., when copying-on-write); (4) “decayed swap sequentiality” that causes unchanged guest file blocks to gradually lose their contiguity while being kept in the host swap area and thereby hindering swap prefetching; and (5) “false page anonymity” that occurs when mislabeling guest pages backed by files as anonymous and thereby confusing the page reclamation algorithm. We characterize and exemplify these problems in Section 4.4.

To address the problems, we design VSwapper, a guest-agnostic memory swapper to be used by hypervisors. VSWAPPER is implemented as a KVM extension and is comprised of two components. The first is the Swap Mapper, which monitors the disk I/O performed by a guest while maintaining a mapping between its unmodified memory pages and their corresponding origin disk blocks. When such mapped memory pages are reclaimed, they need not be written to the host swap file; instead the Mapper records their location in the guest’s virtual disk for future reference and discards them, thereby eliminating the root cause of silent writes, stale reads, decayed sequentiality, and false page anonymity. The second component is the False Reads Preventer, which eliminates false reads by emulating faulting write instructions directed at swapped out pages. Instead of immediately faulting-in the latter, the Preventer saves the written data in a memory buffer for a short while, in the hope that the entire buffer would fill up soon, obviating the need to read. We describe VSWAPPER in detail in Section 4.5.

We evaluate VSWAPPER in Section 4.6 and find that when memory is tight, VSWAPPER is typically much better than baseline swapping and is oftentimes competitive with ballooning. At its worst, VSWAPPER is respectively 1.035x and 2.1x slower than baseline and ballooning. At its best, VSWAPPER is respectively 10x and 2x faster than baseline.
and ballooning, under changing load conditions. In all cases, combining VSwapper and ballooning yields performance comparable to the optimum.

We discuss the related work in Section 4.7, outline possible future work in Section 4.8, and conclude in Section 4.9.

4.3 Motivation

4.3.1 The Benefit of Ballooning

Current architectural support for machine virtualization allows the host operating system (OS) to manage the memory of its guest virtual machines (VMs) as if they were processes, and it additionally allows the guest OSes to do their own memory management for their internal processes, without host involvement.

Hardware provides this capability by supporting a two-level address translation mechanism (Figure 4.1). The upper level is controlled by the guest and is comprised of page tables translating “guest virtual addresses” (GVAs) to “guest physical addresses” (GPAs). The lower level is controlled by the host and is comprised of tables translating guest physical addresses to “host physical addresses” (HPAs). A guest physical address is of course not real in any sense. The host can (1) map it to some real memory page or (2) mark it as non-present, which ensures the host will get a page fault if/when the guest attempts to access the non-present page. Consequently, when memory is tight, the host can temporarily store page content on disk and read it back into memory only when handling the corresponding page faults [SM79]. We denote the latter activity as uncooperative swapping, because the host can conduct it without guest awareness or participation.

The problem with uncooperative swapping is that it might lead to substantially degraded performance due to unintended interactions with the memory management subsystem of the guest OS. A canonical example used to highlight the problematic nature of uncooperative swapping is that of double paging [GH74, GTHR99, Wal02], whereby the guest kernel attempts to reclaim a page that has already been swapped out by the host, a fact unknown to the guest since it is uncooperative. When such an event occurs, it causes the page contents to be faulted-in from the host swap area, only to be immediately written to the guest swap area, generating wasteful I/O activity that host/guest cooperation would have obviated.

To circumvent difficulties of this sort, Waldspurger proposed to delegate to the guest the decision of which pages to reclaim, by utilizing memory ballooning [Wal02]. A memory balloon is a paravirtual pseudo-driver installed in the guest. The balloon communicates with, and gets instructions from, the host through a private channel. It is capable of performing two operations: inflating and deflating, that is, allocating and freeing pages pinned to the guest memory. Inflating increases memory demand, thereby prompting the guest to run its page reclamation procedure and swap memory on its
Figure 4.1: The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) translates guest virtual addresses (GVAs) to host physical addresses (HPAs), disregarding guest physical addresses (GPAs). Upon a miss, the TLB fill hardware adds the missing entry by walking the guest and host page tables to translate GVAs to GPAs and GPAs to HPAs, respectively. The hardware delivers a page fault to the host if it encounters a non-present GPA⇒HPA, allowing the host to fault-in the missing guest page, on demand. (Figure reproduced from [DG08].)

own (Figure 4.2). The pinned pages can then be used by the host for other purposes. Ballooning is the prevailing mechanism for managing memory of guest virtual machines.

4.3.2 Ballooning is Not a Complete Solution

Memory ballooning typically provides substantial performance improvements over the baseline uncooperative swapping. Ballooning likewise often outperforms the VSWAPPER system that we propose in this paper. An extreme example is given in Figure 4.3. The baseline is 12.5x slower than ballooning. And while VSWAPPER improves the baseline by 9.7x, it is still 1.3x slower than the ballooning configurations. One might therefore perceive swapping as irrelevant in virtualized setups that employ balloons. But that would be misguided, because ballooning and swapping are complementary activities.

Since its inception, ballooning has been positioned as a common-case optimization for memory reclamation, not as a complete solution [Wal02]. Ballooning cannot be a complete solution, because, inherently, hypervisors cannot exclusively rely on any mechanism that requires guest cooperation, which cannot be ensured in any way. Thus, for correctness, host-level swapping must be available to forcibly reclaim guest memory when necessary. Indeed, when introducing ballooning, Waldspurger noted that “[d]espite its advantages, ballooning does have limitations. The balloon driver may be uninstalled, disabled explicitly, unavailable while a guest OS is booting, or temporarily unable to reclaim memory quickly enough to satisfy current system demands. Also, upper bounds
Figure 4.2: Inflating the balloon increases memory pressure and prompts the guest to reclaim memory, typically by swapping out some of its pages to its virtual disk. Deflating relieves the memory pressure. (Figure reproduced from [Wal02].)

Figure 4.3: Time it takes a guest to sequentially read a 200MB file, believing it has 512MB of physical memory whereas in fact it only has 100MB. (This setup is analyzed in detail later on.) The results shown are the best we have observed in favor of ballooning.
on reasonable balloon sizes may be imposed by various guest OS limitations" [Wal02].
The balloon size is limited, for example, to 65% of the guest memory in the case of
VMware ESX [Chi10, Wal13].

Guests might also lack a balloon due to installation and configuration problems
[VMw11b, VMw12b, VMw12a, VMw12c, VMw13a, VMw13b, VMw13c], as installing
hypervisor tools and making them work appropriately is not always easy. For example,
Googling the quoted string “problem with vmware tools” returns 118,000 hits, describing
many related difficulties that users experience. Balloon configuration becomes more
complex if/when clients need to experiment with their software so as to configure
memory reservations for their VMs [Den09, Sas12, TH09, VMw10b].

Virtualization professionals attest to repeatedly encountering clients who disable
ballooning or do not install hypervisor tools for misguided reasons. Brambley reports
that “[i]t happens more frequently than I would ever imagine, but from time to time
I find clients [that] have not installed the VMware tools in their virtual machine […]
Some times the tools install is overlooked or forgotten, but every once in a while I am
told something like: Does Linux need VMware tools? or What do the VMware tools do
for me anyways?” [Bra08]. Ozar reports that “There’s plenty of bad advice out on the
web saying things like: just disable the balloon driver” [Oza11]. van Zanten concludes
that the “Misconceptions on memory overcommit [amongst clients include believing
that] overcommit is always a performance hit; real world workloads don’t benefit; the
gain by overcommitment is negligible; [and] overcommitment is dangerous” [vZ10].

Regardless of the reason, balloons are sometimes unavailable or unusable. In such
cases, the hypervisor falls back on uncooperative swapping for memory reclamation
and overcommitment. We submit that it is far more preferable to fall back on VSWAPPER
than on baseline swapping.

### 4.3.3 Ballooning Takes Time

So far, we have considered VSWAPPER as a more performant alternative to baseline
swapping, to only be used as a fallback for when a balloon is not available or cannot
be utilized due to, e.g., reaching its size limit. We have noted that VSWAPPER yields
better performance than the baseline, but we have seen that this performance is still
inferior relative to when ballooning is employed (Figure 4.3). Ballooning, however, is
superior to VSWAPPER under steady-state conditions only. Steady-state occurs when
(1) the balloon manager has had enough time to reasonably approximate the memory
needs of the VMs and to inflate/deflate their balloons accordingly, and (2) the VMs
have had enough time to react to decisions of the balloon manager by swapping data in
or out as depicted in Figure 4.2.

Alas, the process of transferring memory pages from one VM to another is slow
[HRP+14], and estimating the size of guests’ working sets is hard, especially under
changing conditions [LS07, HGS+11, JADAD06b]. Ballooning performance is hence
suboptimal under changing load conditions, during which the balloon manager is approximating and adjusting the balloon sizes and prompting the VMs to engage in swapping activity. Ballooning is consequently recognized as “useful for shaping memory over time, but inadequately responsive enough to ensure that, for example, the rapidly growing working set of one or more VMs can be instantly satisfied” [Cor10b]. Kim et al. observe that “ballooning is useful to effectively reclaim idle memory, but there may be latency, especially when inflating a large balloon; more importantly, when an idle domain that donates its memory becomes active, reclaimed memory must be reallocated to it via balloon deflating [and] this process could be inefficient when an idle domain has a varying working set, since prediction of the active working set size is difficult” [KJL11]. Likewise, Magenheimer et al. observe that “if the light load is transient and the memory requirements of the workload on the VM suddenly exceed the reduced RAM available, ballooning is insufficiently responsive to instantaneously increase RAM to the needed level” [MhMMH09].

VSWAPPER proves to be a highly effective optimization that can greatly enhance the performance under dynamic, changing memory load conditions. Its effectiveness is exemplified in Figure 4.4, which shows the average completion time of ten VMs running map-reduce workloads that are started 10 seconds apart. (The exact details of this experiment are provided in Section 4.6.2.) In this dynamic scenario, non-VSWAPPER ballooning worsens performance over baseline swapping by nearly 10%, and it yields an average runtime that is up to 2x slower than the VSWAPPER configurations. Ballooning is about 10% worse in the VSWAPPER configurations as well. It is counterproductive in this setup, because the balloon sizes are inadequate, and there is not enough time for the balloon manager to adjust them.

We thus conclude that not only is VSWAPPER an attractive fallback alternative for when ballooning is nonoperational, it is also an effective optimization on top of ballooning that significantly enhances the performance under dynamic conditions.
4.3.4 The Case for Unmodified Guests

Earlier, we provided evidence that clients sometimes have trouble installing and correctly configuring hypervisor tools, and that there are those who refrain from installing the tools because they wrongfully believe the tools degrade or do not affect the performance. Arguably, such problems would become irrelevant if hypervisors were implemented in a way that provides fully-virtualized (unmodified) guests with performance comparable to that of modified guests. We do not argue that such a goal is attainable, but VSwapper takes a step in this direction by improving the performance of unmodified guests and being agnostic to the specific kernel/version that the guest is running.

A guest OS is paravirtual if it is modified in a manner that makes it aware that it is being virtualized, e.g., by installing hypervisor tools. Paravirtualization has well-known merits, but also well-known drawbacks, notably the effort to continuously provide per-OS support for different kernels and versions. In particular, it is the responsibility of the hypervisor vendor to make sure that a balloon driver is available for every guest OS. Thus, from the vendor’s perspective, it could be easier to maintain only one mechanism (the likes of VSwapper), as it works the same for all OSes.

Avoiding paravirtualization could similarly be advantageous for clients in terms of portability. Note that the balloon drivers of KVM, vSphere, XenServer, and Hyper-V, for example, are incompatible, such that the per-guest driver of one will not work with another. In the era of IaaS clouds, it is in the interest of clients to be able to move their VMs from one cloud provider to another without much difficulty, on the basis of the technical and economical merits of the cloud systems, optimally in a transparent manner [LYS+08, Bra09, Met09]. Having paravirtualization interfaces negates this interest, as they are hypervisor specific. For example, installing the tools of the hypervisor used by Amazon EC2 will not serve VMs in Microsoft Azure and vice versa. Also, every additional installation and removal of hypervisor tools risks triggering problems, compatibility issues, and undesirable interactions between new and existing software [KT12]. Anecdotal evidence based on interaction with enterprise cloud clients indeed suggests that they tend to prefer not to install hypervisor tools as long as their workloads performance remains reasonable [Fac13].

A final benefit of refraining from installing a balloon in a guest is that it prevents over-ballooning, whereby the guest OS experiences a sudden spike in memory demand that it cannot satisfy, causing it to terminate some of its running applications before the balloon manager deflates its balloon. We have conducted some limited experiments with the VMware hypervisor, vSphere 5.1, and learned that in this environment over-ballooning seems to be a rare corner case.\(^2\) Conversely, in the KVM/QEMU-based experimental setup we utilize in this paper, over-ballooning was more frequent, prompting our Ubuntu guests to terminate running applications with their out-of-memory (OOM) or low-\\

\(^2\)Triggered, for example, when two guests allocate (what they perceive to be) pinned memory that collectively amounts to 1.5x of the physical memory available to the hypervisor.
Figure 4.5: Over-ballooning in our KVM/QEMU experimental setup, when compressing the Linux kernel code with pbzip2 from within a 512MB guest whose actual physical memory size is displayed along the X axis. Ballooning delivers better performance, but the guest kills bzip2 when its memory drops below 240MB.

Figure 4.6: Silent swap writes.

memory killers under memory pressure. Using VSwapper without ballooning eliminated this problem, as depicted in Figure 4.5.

4.4 Problems in Baseline Swapping

If we are to improve the performance of virtual systems that employ uncooperative swapping, we need to have a thorough understanding of why it really hinders performance. We have characterized the root causes of the degraded performance through careful experimentation. The aforementioned double paging problem did not turn out to have a dominant effect or notable volume in our experiments, probably because bare metal (non-virtualized) swapping activity is typically curbed so long as the system is not thrashing [BCS12], and because the uncooperative guest believes it operates in an environment where memory is sufficient.3 The problems that did turn out to have a meaningful effect and that we were able to address are listed next.

Silent Swap Writes: So long as memory is plentiful, much of the memory of general purpose OSes is dedicated to caching file content long after the content is used, in the

---

3Conversely, when a guest is cooperative, the explicit purpose of inflating the balloon is to prompt the guest to swap out pages, in which case double paging is probably more likely.
hope that it will get re-used in the future [BCS12]. When memory gets tight, unused content is discarded and the corresponding memory frames are freed by the OS.

In a virtual setup with uncooperative swapping, it is the host that decides which pages to swap, whereas the guest OS remains unaware. The host can nonetheless make an informed decision, as it too maintains per-frame usage statistics, allowing it to victimize unused pages. If a victim page is dirty, the host writes it to its swap area so as to later be able to recover the correct data.

The question is what to do if the page being reclaimed is clean. One alternative is to just discard it. But then the host would need: (1) to track and maintain correspondence between guest memory pages and the original file blocks from which they were read; (2) to handle subtle consistency issues (to be addressed later on); and (3) to treat clean and dirty reclaimed pages differently, mapping the former to the original file and the latter to its swap area. The easier alternative—that hypervisors like KVM and VMware’s vSphere favor [VMw11a, p. 20]—is to keep all reclaimed guest pages in the host swap area, saving them there even if they are clean and identical to their origin file blocks. Worse, current x86 server hardware does not yet support dirty bits for guest pages, so hosts assume that reclaimed pages are always dirty. Since hosts write to disk data that is already there, we denote this activity as silent swap writes (see Figure 4.6).

**Stale Swap Reads:** Suppose a guest generates an explicit I/O request to read some block from its (virtual) disk into one of its memory pages, denoted $P$. The virtual I/O operation generated by the guest triggers an exit to the host that generates a corresponding physical I/O request directed at the physical disk. Page $P$ is hence

---

4The expected features of Intel’s next generation “Haswell” server architecture (to be released not before the end of 2014 [Wik13]) include support for access and dirty bits for guest pages [Val13].

5The chosen term is analogous to “silent stores,” which characterize cases whereby a value being written by the store machine operation matches the exact value already stored at that corresponding memory location [LL00].
Figure 4.8: False swap reads.

designated to be the destination of the physical I/O operation as well.

Consider what happens if $P$ was previously reclaimed by the host. In such a case, the host would experience a page fault as part of the processing of the virtual I/O request, before the corresponding physical request is issued. $P$’s old content would thus be faulted-in, only to be overwritten shortly after by the physical I/O operation and the newly read block. We denote such host reads, whose outcome is never read and is instantly superseded by subsequent reads, as stale swap reads (see Figure 4.7).

Note that after a file block is read, so long as the uncooperative guest keeps it in its file cache, it will never again be accompanied by a stale read, because, by definition, stale reads only occur due to explicit guest I/O requests.

**False Swap Reads:** Memory management performed by guests includes activities like zeroing pages before they are (re)allocated [RS04], copying memory pages on write (COW) [JFFG95], and migrating pages from one DRAM location to another due to memory compaction [Cor10a], e.g., for super paging [NIDC02, GW07]. Whether by copying memory or zeroing it, guests often overwrite full pages without regard to their old content. Such activity has no undesirable side effects in bare metal setups. But in virtual setups with uncooperative swapping, the target page being overwritten might be swapped out, generating an outcome similar to that of stale reads. Namely, the old content would be read and immediately overwritten. We denote such useless reads as false swap reads (see Figure 4.8).

The difference between stale and false reads is the computational entity that does the overwriting. It is the disk device that overwrites the stale reads via direct memory access (DMA). And it is the (guest) CPU that overwrites the false reads by copying or zeroing content. Clearly, it will be harder to identify and eliminate false reads, because the host has no a priori knowledge about whether the CPU is going to overwrite an entire target page or only part of it; in the latter case, the reads are necessary and hence are not false.

**Decayed Swap Sequentiality:** OSes perform file prefetching to alleviate the long latencies that programs endure when forced to wait for disk reads. The most rewarding
and straightforward read pattern to anticipate is sequential access. It is easy for the OS to notice. And it is easy to issue reads for subsequent parts of the file beforehand. Additionally, contiguous file pages tend to be contiguous on disk, minimizing the movement of the head of the hard drive and thus making prefetching relatively inexpensive.

Being an OS, the guest does its own prefetching from its virtual disk. The host merely acts as proxy by issuing the I/O operations generated by the guest. But things change when memory becomes scarcer under uncooperative swapping. When the host reclaims pages, it swaps their content out. And from this point onward, any prefetch activity related to those pages is inevitably performed only by the host, as the uncooperative guest is not even aware that the pages are not there. Importantly, the swap prefetch activity is exclusively initiated by the host page fault handler when it must swap in previously swapped out content. Namely, (swap) file prefetching is in fact a memory management issue.

The problem that consequently arises is the outcome of a detrimental guest-host interaction. Unaware that memory is scarce, the guest too aggressively prefetches/caches file content from its virtual disk. So the host swaps out some other guest pages to accommodate the excessive memory demand. It therefore happens that cached file content from the guest virtual disk ends up in host swap area. But whereas the content blocks are contiguous on the virtual disk, they become scattered and uncoupled in the swap area, because spatial locality is secondary when victimizing pages for reclamation (as opposed to usage, which is primary). Host swap prefetching therefore becomes ineffective, such that the longer the execution, the more pronounced the effect. We call this phenomenon decayed swap sequentiality.

**False Page Anonymity:** Memory pages backed by files are called named pages. Such are the pages of loaded executables and of files mapped to memory [Ope04]. Conversely, memory pages not backed by files are called anonymous pages. Such are the pages of heaps and stacks of processes. Note that any page that could be moved to the swap area is anonymous, or else it would have been backed by some other (non-swap) file. As explained above, all the guest disk image pages are classified by the host as anonymous. This (mis)classification turns out to have negative consequences.

OSes are generally configured to have some preference to evict named pages when the need arises, because they can be reclaimed faster without write-back to swap, and because file access patterns typically exhibit more spatial locality than access to pages residing in the swap [Rie10], making named pages easier to prefetch. Alas, guests are unable to enjoy such a preferential reclamation with uncooperative swapping, as the host (mis)classifies all their pages as anonymous. Worse, when the hypervisor is hosted (as is the case with QEMU/KVM), the hypervisor executable code within the otherwise-anonymous guest address space is classified as named, making the host OS inclined to occasionally reclaim these vital pages, thereby hindering performance further. We characterize this deficiency as false page anonymity.
Figure 4.9: Sysbench iteratively reads a 200MB file within a 100MB guest that believes it has 512MB. The x-axis shows the iteration number. The y-axis shows: (a) the benchmark’s runtime; (b) the number of page faults triggered while the host code is running (first iteration faults are caused by stale reads, and the rest are due to false page anonymity); (c) number of page faults triggered while the guest code is running (a result of decayed sequentiality); and (d) the number of sectors written to the host swap area (a result of silent writes).

4.4.1 Demonstration

Having enumerated the problems in uncooperative swapping that we have identified, we now experimentally demonstrate the manifestation of each individual problem in isolation. We use a simple experiment whereby one guest iteratively runs a Sysbench benchmark configured to sequentially read a 200MB file. The guest believes it has 512MB, whereas in fact it is allocated only 100MB and all the rest has been reclaimed by the host. The results are depicted in Figure 4.9.

The performance of baseline uncooperative swapping is roughly U-shaped (Figure 4.9a), taking about 40 seconds in the first iteration, which are halved in the second iteration, only to gradually work their way back to 40 seconds in the final iteration. The first iteration performance is largely dominated by stale swap reads. Those occur when the guest performs explicit I/O reads from its virtual disk, bringing content into memory that has been reclaimed by the host. The counterproductive activity is evident when examining the number of page faults experienced by the host while executing its own code in service of the guest (Figure 4.9b; first iteration). From the second iteration onward, no stale reads occur because the guest stops generating explicit I/O requests, believing it caches the entire file in memory and servicing all subsequent reads from its file cache. Thus, it is the absence of stale reads from all iterations but the first that accounts for the left side of the aforementioned U-shape.

With the exception of the first iteration, all page faults shown in Figure 4.9b are due to the hosted hypervisor code faulted-in while it is running. The code was swapped out because it was the only named part of the guest’s address space, a problem we have denoted as false page anonymity. The problem becomes more pronounced over time as evident by the gradual increase in the baseline curve in Figure 4.9b.

Contributing to the gradually worsened performance (second half of U-shape) is the increasingly decayed sequentially of the host swap area. The file content is read to memory and then swapped out to disk, over and over again. As the content moves back
and forth between disk and memory, it gradually loses its contiguity. Special locality is diminished, and host swap prefetching becomes ineffective. This negative dynamic is evident when plotting the number of page faults that fire when the guest accesses its memory in Figure 4.9c. Such faults occur due to non-present GPA⇒HPA mappings while the guest is running (as opposed to Figure 4.9b, which depicts faults that occur while the host is running, servicing explicit virtual I/O requests generated by the guest). Every such page fault immediately translates into a disk read from the host swap area, which may or may not succeed to prefetch additional adjacent blocks. Importantly, only if the prefetch is successful in bringing the next file block(s) to be accessed will the next memory access(es) avoid triggering another page fault. Thus, amplified sequentiality decay implies greater page fault frequency, which is what we see in Figure 4.9c for the baseline curve. (Conversely, the VSwapper curve implies no decay, as it is horizontal.)

Baseline uncooperative swapping copies unchanged blocks of data to the swap area, although the corresponding source blocks are identical and stored within the guest disk image. We have denoted this phenomenon as silent swap writes. We find that the volume of this activity is significant, but that it contributes equally to the degraded performance exhibited by all iterations (Figure 4.9d).

The remaining problem we have not yet demonstrated is that of false reads, which occur when the guest attempts to overwrite memory pages that have been reclaimed by the host, e.g., when reallocating and initializing a page that previously held some information the guest no longer needs. We did not encounter false reads in the above Sysbench benchmark because it reads, rather than writes. We therefore extend the benchmark such that after it finishes all the read activity, it forks off a process that allocates and sequentially accesses 200MB. The simplest way to get a sense of the effect of false reads on this newly added microbenchmark is to measure its performance when using VSwapper without and with its False Reads Preventer component. Figure 4.10 shows the results. (The balloon performance is missing since it crashed the workload due to over-ballooning.) Comparing the two VSwapper configurations, we see that enabling the Preventer more than doubles the performance and that the performance is tightly correlated to the disk activity.

4.5 Design and Implementation

We mitigate the problems of uncooperative swapping by introducing two new mechanisms. The first is the Swap Mapper (§4.5.1), which tracks the correspondence between disk blocks and guest memory pages, thereby addressing the problems of silent writes, stale writes, decayed sequentially, and false page anonymity. The second mechanism is the False Reads Preventer (§4.5.2), which temporarily buffers data written by unaware guests to swapped out pages, thereby addressing the problem of false reads.

---

6 See Figure 4.1 for the meaning of GPA and HPA.
Figure 4.10: Effect of false reads on a guest process that allocates and accesses 200MB.

4.5.1 The Swap Mapper

The poor performance of uncooperative swapping is tightly related to how guests utilize page caches, storing in memory large volumes of currently unused disk content because they (wrongfully) believe that memory is plentiful. Hypervisors need to learn to cope with this pathology if they are to efficiently exercise uncooperative swapping. The Swap Mapper achieves this goal by tracking guest I/O operations and by maintaining a mapping between corresponding disk and memory locations. When used carefully (so as to avoid subtle consistency issues), the mapping equips the hypervisor with the much-needed ability to treat relevant guest pages as file-backed. This ability counteracts the harmful effect of large page caches within unaware guests, because it allows the hypervisor to reasonably identify the pages that populate the cache and to efficiently discard them when the need arises, without undesirable consequences.

The Mapper’s goal is to bridge a semantic gap. It needs to teach the hypervisor which guest pages are backed by which disk blocks. This goal could in principle be achieved through intrusive modifications applied to the guest [SFM+06] or through exhaustive memory/disk scans. But we favor a much simpler approach. Our Mapper leverages the fact that guest disk I/O is overwhelmingly implemented via emulation [SVL01] or paravirtualization [Rus08, BDF+03], whereby the hypervisor serves all I/O request directed at the virtual disk. The Mapper can thus interpose on this activity and maintain the required association between disk blocks and memory pages.

The core of our Mapper implementation is simple. In the KVM/QEMU environment, each guest VM resides within (and is served by) a regular user-level QEMU process. The guest I/O requests are trapped by QEMU, which uses standard read and write system calls to satisfy the requests. Our Mapper replaces these reads/writes with mmap system calls [Ope04], which provide the basic functionality of mapping guest pages to disk blocks, out of the box. The pages thus become named and are treated by the host Linux kernel accordingly. We establish “private” mappings (via standard mmap flags), which preserve the per-page disk association only so long as the page remains
unchanged. A subsequent write instruction directed at the page will prompt the host kernel to copy-on-write the page and to make it anonymous. Thus, the disk-to-memory association is correctly maintained only as long as the content of the memory page is identical to the corresponding disk blocks. Future memory store operations by the unaware guest will not alter the disk.

As a result of this change, native uncooperative swapping done by the host Linux kernel automagically becomes more effective. Since the pages are named, they are evicted more frequently than anonymous pages, as their reclamation and retrieval is more efficient [Rie10] (no false page anonymity). Specifically, when the kernel’s page frame reclaiming mechanism selects a guest page for eviction, it knows the page is backed by a file, so it discards the page by discarding the mapping, instead of by swapping the page out (no silent swap writes). Later on, if/when the reclaimed page is accessed, the kernel knows from where to retrieve it using the information associated with the faulting non-present page table entry. Realizing the page is backed by a file, the kernel re-maps it instead of swapping it in, disregarding the specific target memory frame (no stale swap reads). At that point, host prefetch mechanisms perform disk read-ahead, benefiting from the sequential structure of the original guest disk image (no decayed swap sequentiality).

**Data Consistency:** While the core idea is simple, we need to resolve several problems to make the Mapper correct, as the `mmap` mechanism was not designed to be used in such a way. The first problem stems from the fact that a memory mapped file region can, in parallel, be written to through ordinary I/O channels. To better understand this difficulty, suppose that (1) a named page `P` with content `C0` is mapped to memory, that (2) `P` previously resided in DRAM because the guest accessed it via the memory, that (3) `C0` currently resides on disk because `P`’s frame was reclaimed by the host, and that (4) the guest has now issued an explicit disk I/O write directed at the blocks holding `C0` in order to write to them new content `C1`. In this situation, it would be an error to naively process the latter I/O write, because, later, if the guest reads `P` via memory, it will rightfully expect to get `C0`, but it will instead erroneously get `C1` (after `P` is faulted in).

To solve the problem, we modify the host open system call to support a new flag, used by QEMU when opening the guest virtual disk file. The flag instructs the kernel to invalidate page mappings when associated disk blocks are being written to through the corresponding file descriptor. Invalidation involves reading `C0` and delaying the processing of `C1` until `C0` is fetched. Then, the mapping is destroyed and `C1` is finally written to disk. The host kernel (not QEMU) is the natural place to implement this semantic extension, as the kernel maintains the page mappings.

**Host Caching & Prefetching:** It is generally recommended to turn off host caching and prefetching for guest disk images [HH10, KVMb, SK12, Sin10]. The reasoning is
that guest OSes do their own caching/prefetching, and that they are inherently better at it because the hypervisor suffers from a semantic gap. (For example, a guest knows about files within its virtual disk, whereas, for the hypervisor, the disk is just one long sequence.) For this reason, all non-VSWAPPER configurations in the evaluation section (§4.6) have host caching disabled. Conversely, VSWAPPER must utilize the host “caching” for the prosaic reason that mmaped pages reside in the host page cache. Our implementation, however, carefully makes sure that, beyond this technicality, the host page cache never truly functions as a cache; namely, it holds virtual disk blocks only if they are currently residing in guest memory. Thus, when a guest writes to a host filed-backed page, the page is COWed (due to being privately mapped), and then VSWAPPER removes the source page from the host page cache.

In all configurations, host prefetching activity is prompted by page faults. It is limited to reading content that is already cached by the guest and has been reclaimed due to uncooperative swapping. But whereas non-VSWAPPER configurations only prefetch from their host swap area, the VSWAPPER design allows it to prefetch these pages from the disk image.

Using the host page cache does not break crash consistency guarantees of guest filesystems. QEMU supports crash consistency by default with its “writethrough” disk caching mode, which synchronizes writes to the disk image upon guest flush commands [IBM]. Guests are notified that their flushes succeed only after the synchronization, thereby ensuring the Mapper does not deny crash consistency.

**Guest I/O Flow:** Explicit disk read requests issued by the guest are translated by QEMU to a preadv system call invocation, which reads/scatters a contiguous block sequence to/within a given vector of guest pages. There is no mmapv equivalent. So, instead, the Mapper code within QEMU initiates reading the blocks to the page cache by invoking readahead (an asynchronous operation). It then iteratively applies mmap to the pages, using the “populate” mmap flag. The latter ensures that the readahead completes and that the pages are mapped in QEMU’s page tables, thereby respectively preventing future major and minor page faults from occurring when QEMU accesses the pages. Alas, an undesirable side-effect of using “populate” is that the pages will be COWed when they are first accessed. We therefore patch the host’s mmap to support a “no_COW” flag and thus avoid this overhead. Lastly, the Mapper iteratively invokes ioctl, requesting KVM to map the pages in the appropriate GPA⇒HPA table so as to prevent (minor) page faults from occurring when the guest (not QEMU) accesses the pages.

A second problem that immediately follows is how to correctly mmap a guest page $P$ that is being written to a disk block $B$ via a write request that has just been issued by the guest. Due to our newly added open flag (see “Data Consistency” above), $B$ is not mmaped right before the request is processed, even if $B$ was accessed in the past. Conversely, we want $B$ to be mmaped right after the request is processed, such
that, later, if \( P \) is reclaimed, we will not need to swap it out. The Mapper therefore:
(1) writes \( P \) into \( B \) using the `write` system call, (2) `mmaps` \( P \) to \( B \), and (3) only then notifies the guest that its request is completed.

**Page Alignment:** An inherent constraint of file-backed memory is that it mandates working in whole page granularity. The standard `mmap` API indeed dictates that both the file offset and the mapped memory address should be 4KB-aligned. The Mapper therefore must arrange things such that virtual disk requests coming from guests will comply with this requirement. Our Mapper imposes compliance by informing the guest that its virtual disk uses a 4KB logical sector size upon the creation of the virtual disk image. This approach will not work for preexisting guest disk images that utilize a smaller block size. Such preexisting images will require a reformat. (We remark that disks are expected to gradually shift to employing a 4KB physical block size [CHG+07].)

### 4.5.2 The False Reads Preventer

A dominant contributor to the poor performance of uncooperative swapping is the host’s inability to know a-priori when guests overwrite entire pages and discard their old content. Such events routinely happen, e.g., when guests allocate pages to new processes. Unaware, the hypervisor needlessly reads the old content if it happens to be swapped out, a costly operation paid only because the host does not understand the guest semantics. The False Reads Preventer alleviates this problem by trapping guest write instructions directed at a swapped out pages, emulating them, and storing their result in page-sized, page-aligned buffers. If a buffer fills up, the Preventer maps it to the guest, thereby eliminating the extraneous disk accesses, which we have denoted as “false reads.”

The Preventer does not utilize any knowledge about guest OS internals, nor does it resort to paravirtual guest/host collaboration that others deem necessary [SFM+06]. Instead, it optimistically intercepts and emulates guest write instructions directed at swapped out pages, hoping that all bytes comprising the page will soon be overwritten, obviating the need to read the old content from disk. When that happens, the Preventer stops emulating and repurposes its write buffer to be the guest’s page.

The Preventer can sustain the emulation of all writes and all reads directed at already-buffered data. But emulation is slow, so we stop emulating a page when a predetermined interval has elapsed since the page’s first emulated write (1ms), or if the write pattern is not sequential. We further avoid emulating a newly accessed page if too many pages are already being emulated (32). (The two values—1ms and 32—were empirically set.) In both cases, the corresponding missing page is read asynchronously. The guest is allowed to continue to execute so long as it does not read unavailable data; if it does, then the Preventer suspends it. When the disk content finally arrives, the Preventer merges the buffered and read information, and it resumes regular execution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>component</th>
<th>user (QEMU)</th>
<th>kernel</th>
<th>sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mapper</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventer</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,964</td>
<td>1,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2,199</td>
<td>2,383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Lines of code of VSwapper.

The Preventer design is architected to avoid a data hazard created by the fact that, in addition to the guest, the guest’s memory pages can also be directly accessed by QEMU, which is the user-level part of the hypervisor that resides in an ordinary (non-virtualized) process. To preserve correctness and consistency, QEMU must observe exactly the same data as its guest, motivating the following design.

Let $P$ be a reclaimed page frame that is being emulated. The data we maintain for $P$ includes the time of $P$’s first emulated write, a page-sized buffer that stores emulated writes at the same offset as that of the real writes, the number of buffered bytes, and a bitmap marking all the buffered bytes, utilized to decide if reads can be emulated and to determine how to merge with the original disk content. The data structure also contains a reference to the original memory mapping of the reclaimed page (a `vm_area_struct` denoted here as $M_{old}$), to be used for reading the preexisting data in case a merge is required. Upon the first emulated write to $P$, we break the association between $P$ and $M_{old}$, and we associate $P$ with a new `vm_area_struct` (denoted $M_{new}$).

Note that $P$ is respectively accessed by QEMU and the guest via HVAs and GVAs (see Figure 4.1), such that the two types of accesses trigger different page fault handlers. Faulting HVAs trigger a “regular” handler (denoted $h$), whereas faulting GVAs trigger a special virtualization handler (denoted $g$). The Preventer associates $M_{new}$ with an $h$ handler that, when invoked, terminates the emulation by merging the buffer with the old content, reading the latter via $M_{old}$ if it is needed; QEMU is suspended until $h$ finishes, ensuring it will always get up-to-date data when it faults. In contrast, the Preventer patches $g$ to sustain the emulation by buffering writes and serving reads if their data has been previously buffered. When $g$ decides to terminate the emulation (e.g., because 1ms has elapsed since the first write), it initiates the termination by invoking $h$.

We have identified a number of emulated instructions that allow the Preventer to recognize outright that the entire page is going to be rewritten, when the x86 REP prefix is used [Int10]. The Preventer short-circuits the above mechanism when such instructions are encountered. We expect that advanced binary translation techniques [AMRS11] could do better.

The number of lines of code of VSwapper is detailed in Table 4.1. The VSwapper source code is publicly available [Ami14].

---

7This handler serves “extended page table (EPT) violations,” which occur when the hardware traverses GPA⇒HPA page table entries (bottom of Figure 4.1) that are marked non-present, e.g., due to uncooperative swapping.
Figure 4.11: Pbzip’s 8 threads compressing Linux within a guest whose actual memory size is displayed along the X axis (in MB).

4.6 Evaluation

We implement VSwapper within QEMU [SS07] and KVM, the Linux kernel-based hypervisor [KKL’07]. We run our experiments on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server equipped with two 6-core 1.90GHz Intel Xeon E5-2420 CPUs, 16GB of memory, and a 2TB Seagate Constellation 7200 enterprise hard drive. Host and Linux guests run Ubuntu 12.04, Linux 3.7, and QEMU 1.2 with their default settings. The Windows guest runs Windows Server 2012. Guests have 20GB raw image disk drives, paravirtual disk controllers, and 1–2 VCPUs as indicated. We disable host kernel memory deduplication (KSM) and compression (zRAM) to focus on ballooning. We constrain guest memory size using container groups (“cgroups”) as recommended [KVMa]. The host caching policy is as specified in §4.5.1.

We evaluate five configurations: (1) “baseline,” which relies solely on uncooperative swapping; (2) “balloon,” which employs ballooning and falls back on uncooperative swapping; (3) “mapper,” which denotes VSwapper without the Preventer; (4) “vswapper,” which consists of both Mapper and Preventer; and (5) “balloon + vswapper,” which combines ballooning and VSwapper. We typically run each experiment 5 times and present the average. When balloon values are missing it is because the workload crashed due to over-ballooning (§4.3.4).

4.6.1 Controlled Memory Assignment

We begin by executing a set of experiments whereby we systematically reduce and fix the size of the memory assigned to a 1-VCPU Linux guest, such that the guest believes it has 512MB of memory but it may actually have less. Balloon configurations communicate this information to the guest by appropriately inflating the balloon driver,
whereas baseline and VSWAPPER configurations leave the guest unaware. The exact memory size allocated to the guest is displayed along the X-axis of the respective figures.

In this subsection, the results of the two balloon configurations (with and without VSWAPPER) were similar, so the respective figures display the balloon + baseline configuration only, to avoid clutter.

**Pbzip2:** In our first set of experiments, the guest runs pbzip2, which is a parallel implementation of the bzip2 block-sorting file compressor [Gil04]. We choose this multithreaded benchmark to allow the baseline configuration to minimize uncooperative swapping overheads by leveraging the “asynchronous page faults” mechanism employed by Linux guests [Nat]. This mechanism exploits intra-guest parallelism to allow guests to continue to run despite experiencing page faults caused by host swapping (the host delivers a special page fault exception advising the guest to context switch or else it would block). We evaluate the performance by applying pbzip2 to the Linux kernel source code.

The execution time is shown in Figure 4.5, indicating that despite the asynchronous faults, the baseline performance rapidly worsens with memory pressure, yielding an execution time up to 1.66x slower than ballooning. VSWAPPER and its mapper-only configuration improve upon the baseline, respectively yielding performance within 1.03–1.08x and 1.03–1.13x of ballooning, since they greatly reduce the number of disk operations (Figure 4.11a). Baseline disk operations include a notable component of writes, which is largely eliminated by VSWAPPER (Figure 4.11b), thus making it beneficial for systems that employ solid state drives (SSDs).
**Kernbench:** For our second benchmark evaluation, we reproduce an experiment reported in a VMware white paper [VMw11a] in which the authors executed Kernbench—a standard benchmark measuring the time it takes to build the Linux kernel [Kol]—inside a 512MB guest whose actual memory allocation was 192MB. Relative to the runtime measured when the guest was allocated the entire 512MB, the authors reported 15% and 4% slowdowns with baseline uncooperative swapping and ballooning, respectively. Although our experimental environment is different, we observe remarkably similar overheads of 15% and 5%, respectively (Figure 4.12a).

The performance of the baseline, mapper, and VSWapper configurations relative to ballooning is 0.99–1.10x, 1.00–1.05x, and 0.99–1.01x faster/slower, respectively. The Preventer eliminates up 80K false reads (Figure 4.12b), reducing guest major page faults by up to 30%.

**Eclipse:** Our final set of controlled memory experiments executes Eclipse workloads that are part of the DaCapo Java benchmark suite [BGH+06]. (Eclipse is a popular integrated development environment.) Java presents a challenge for virtual environments, as its garbage collector subsystem causes an LRU-related pathological case of degraded performance when the physical memory allocated to the guest is smaller than the Java virtual machine (JVM) working set [VMw11a].

Figure 4.13 depicts the benchmark results, executed using OpenJDK and a 128MB heap. While it manages to run, ballooning is 1–4% faster than the other configurations, but Eclipse is occasionally killed by the ballooning guest when its allocated memory is smaller than 448MB. Relative to VSWapper, the baseline and mapper configurations are 0.97–1.28x and 1.00–1.08x faster/slower, respectively.

Figure 4.13: Eclipse IDE workload from the DaCapo benchmark suite.
4.6.2 Dynamic Memory Assignment

So far, we have utilized benchmarks whereby the amount of memory allocated to guests is fixed. Virtualization setups, however, commonly run multiple guests with memory demands that dynamically change over time. To evaluate the performance in this scenario, we execute a workload whose dispatch is phased so that guests start the benchmark execution one after the other ten seconds apart. Handling such workloads is challenging for balloon managers, yet similar resource consumption spikes in virtualization environments are common [SA10, ABYBYST12].

In our dynamic experiment set, we vary the number of guests from one to ten. Each guest runs the Metis MapReduce runtime for multicores [BWCM+10, MMK10, RRP+07], which comes with a benchmark suite comprised of 8 applications. The results we present here are of the word-count application, which uses a 300MB file holding 1M keys. The memory consumption of Metis is large, as it holds large tables in memory, amounting to roughly 1GB in this experiment. We assign each guest with 2 VCPUs and 2GB of memory, and we limit the host memory to 8GB so that it will eventually overcommit. (We note that each guest virtual disk is private, and so VSwapper does not exploit file caching to improve performance by saving fewer data copies.)

We employ MOM, the Memory Overcommitment Manager [Lit11], to manage and adapt the balloon sizes. MOM is a host daemon which collects host and guest OS statistics and dynamically inflates and deflates the guest memory balloons accordingly. MOM requires that we use libvirt [BSB+10], a virtualization API for controlling virtual machines.

Figure 4.14 presents the average runtime as a function of the number of guests comprising the experiment. Running seven or more guests creates memory pressure. From that point on we observe a cascading effect, as guest execution is prolonged due to host swap activity and therefore further increases memory pressure. Clearly, the...
slowdown is lowest when using VSWAPPER, whereas memory ballooning responds to
guest memory needs belatedly. Relative to the combination of ballooning and VSWAPPER,
we get that: ballooning only, baseline, and VSWAPPER are 0.96–1.84x, 0.96–1.79x, and
0.97–1.11x faster/slower, respectively, suggesting that the combination is the preferable
configuration.

4.6.3 Overheads and Limitations

Slowdown: VSWAPPER introduces slowdowns which might degrade the performance by
up to 3.5% when memory is plentiful and host swapping is not required. The slowdowns
are mostly caused by our use of Linux mmap, which was advantageous for simplifying
our prototype but results in some added overheads. Firstly, because using mmap is
slower than regular reading [HNY99]. And secondly, because a COW (which induces
an exit) is required when a named page is modified, even if there are no additional
references to that page. The latter overhead could be alleviated on hardware that
supports dirty bits for virtualization page tables, which would allow VSWAPPER to know
that pages have changed only when it needs to, instead of immediately when it happens.

We uncovered another source of overhead introduced by the page frame reclamation
mechanism, which scans the pages in search for eviction candidates when the need
arises. Due to subtleties related to how this mechanism works in Linux, the impact of
VSWAPPER is such that it up to doubles the length of the mechanism traversals when
memory pressure is low (Figure 4.11c).

The aforementioned 3.5% overhead can be compared to the overhead of “Geiger,” a
guest page cache monitoring mechanism by Jones et al., which introduced overheads
of up to 2% [JADAD06a]. Part of the 1.5% difference is probably accounted for by
the fact that Geiger was evaluated on a system that did not support guest memory
virtualization in hardware, forcing the hypervisor to write-protect newly mapped pages
in the baseline setup and thereby creating exits that Geiger leveraged for tracking.

Memory Consumption: The Mapper’s use of the native Linux memory area data
structures (vm_area_struct and i_mmap) increases memory consumption and might frag-
ment the hypervisor address space. These structures consume 200 bytes, so theoretically,
in the worst case, the overhead might be 5% of the guest memory size, if every 4KB
page requires its own structure. Underlying this upper bound is our decision to use
the already existing mmap mechanism. A dedicated mechanism for tracking guest page
caches can achieve a similar goal with only 20 bytes per page [JADAD06b]. Empirically,
the Mapper consumed not more than 14MB across all of our experiments.

The Mapper is quite successful in tracking only the memory pages that reside in
the guest page cache. The Mapper’s effectiveness is illustrated in Figure 4.15, which
shows that the memory size it tracks coincides with the size of the guest page cache
excluding dirty pages. The Mapper correctly avoids tracking dirty pages, as they do
not correspond to disk blocks. The Mapper occasionally tracks more pages than found in the page cache (time≈50 in Figure 4.15), because guests sometimes repurpose pages holding disk content for other uses. The Mapper will break the disk association of these pages when they are subsequently modified.

The Mapper will lose track of disk-backed pages if guests perform memory migration, e.g., for superpages [NIDC02, GW07] or due to NUMA considerations. This drawback can be eliminated in a straightforward manner via paravirtual interfaces [vR12]; the question of whether it could be efficiently done for fully virtualized guests remains open, but the wealth of efficient memory deduplication techniques [GLV+10] suggests the answer is yes.

4.6.4 Non-Linux Guests and Hosts

Windows: We validate the applicability of VSWAPPER to non-Linux guests using a VM running Windows 2012 Server. Windows does not align its disk accesses to 4KB boundaries by default. The hypervisor should therefore report that the disk uses 4KB physical and logical sectors to enforce the desired behavior. Our patched QEMU reports a 4KB physical sector size. But alas, QEMU virtual BIOS does not support 4KB logical sectors. We therefore formatted the Windows guest disk before installation as if the BIOS reported 4KB logical sectors by: creating aligned partitions, setting the cluster size to be 4KB, and using large file record segments (FRS). We remark that despite this configuration we still observed sporadic 512 byte disk accesses.

Our first experiment consists of Sysbench reading a 2GB file from within a single VCPU 2GB guest that is allocated only 1GB of physical memory. The resulting average runtime without VSWAPPER is 302 seconds, reduced to 79 seconds with VSWAPPER. Our second experiment consists of bzip2 running within the same guest with 512 MB of physical memory. The average runtime without and with VSWAPPER is 306 and 149
Table 4.2: *Runtime and swap activity of executing a 1GB sequential file read from within a Linux VM on VMware Workstation.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>balloon enabled</th>
<th>balloon disabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>runtime (sec)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swap read sectors</td>
<td>258,912</td>
<td>1,046,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swap write sectors</td>
<td>292,760</td>
<td>1,042,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major page faults</td>
<td>3,659</td>
<td>16,488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

seconds, respectively.

**VMware:** In our last experiment we attempt to demonstrate that the benefit of using a VSwapper-like system is not limited to just KVM. We use the VMware Workstation 9.0.2 hypervisor as an example, running the Sysbench benchmark to execute a sequential 1GB file read from within a Linux guest. We set the host and guest memory to 512MB and 440MB, and we reserve a minimum of 350MB for the latter. The results (Table 4.2) indicate that disabling the balloon more than triples the execution time and creates substantial additional swap activity, coinciding with VMware’s observation that “guest buffer pages are unnecessarily swapped out to the host swap device” [VMw11a]. (It is interesting to note that a similar benchmark on KVM using VSwapper completed in just 12 seconds.)

### 4.7 Related Work

Many paravirtual memory overcommitment techniques were introduced in recent years. Memory ballooning is probably the most common [Wal02, BDF+03]. CMM2 is a collaborative memory management mechanism for Linux guests that makes informed paging decisions on the basis of page usage and residency information [SFM+06]. CMM2 can discard free and file-backed guest page frames and thereby eliminate undesirable swap writes, yet it requires substantial and intrusive guest modifications. Transcendent memory [MhMMH09] uses a pool of underutilized memory to allow the hypervisor to quickly respond to changing guest memory needs. This approach does not suit situations in which multiple guests require more memory all at once [BGTV13]. Application-level ballooning [SARE13] can mitigate negative side effects of ballooning on applications that manage their own memory. Like OS-level ballooning, this approach does not render host swapping unnecessary. In contrast to all these paravirtual approaches, VSwapper does not require guest modifications.

Memory overcommitment can also be performed by emulating memory hotplug. The hypervisor can inform the guest about “physical” removal/addition of DRAM by emulating the corresponding architectural mechanisms. This approach is fully-virtual, but it has several shortcomings: it takes a long time to hot-unplug memory due to memory migration, the operation might fail [SFS06], and it is unsupported by popular
OSes, such as Windows. Like memory ballooning, memory hotplug cannot cope with memory consumption spikes of guests, and therefore requires host-swapping fallback for good performance under high memory pressures [Hor11].

Regardless of how memory is overcommitted, improved memory utilization can lead to greater server consolidation. Unrelated mechanisms that help to achieve this goal include transparent page sharing [BDGR97], cooperative page sharing [MMHF09], memory deduplication [TG05], and sub-page level sharing [GLV10]. All are complementary to VSwapper (and to ballooning).

Improving uncooperative host swapping performance was discussed before in Cellular Disco [GTHR99], in which two cases of undesirable disk traffic in virtualization environments were presented and addressed: writes of unallocated guest pages to the host swap, and double paging (explained in §4.3.1). Neither of these cases are addressed by VSwapper. Cellular Disco requires guest OS annotations to avoid writing unallocated guest pages to the host swap. VSwapper requires no such cooperation.

Our Mapper monitoring techniques resemble those used by Jones et al. for guest buffer cache monitoring [JADAD06b]. That work used the monitoring techniques to estimate the guest working set size. Lu and Shen used similar techniques for guest memory access tracing [LS07]. Disco, by Bugnion et al., used “COW disks” for efficient disk sharing across multiple guests in order to eliminate memory redundancy [BDGR97]. To this end, they used memory mappings of a single shared disk. The Mapper uses similar techniques for monitoring, but it leverages them for a different purpose: improving host swapping reclamation and prefetching decisions by “teaching” the host memory management subsystem about guest memory to disk image mappings.

Useche used asynchronous page faults and write buffering in OSes to allow non-blocking writes to swapped-out pages [Use12]. His work implied that such methods have limited potential, as the additional overhead often surpasses the benefits obtained by reducing I/O wait time. Conversely, our work shows that write buffering is beneficial when deployed by hypervisors to enhance uncooperative swapping performance. The opposing conclusions are due to the different nature and purpose of the systems. Useche strives to handle page faults asynchronously in bare metal OSes, whereas VSwapper reduces the faults for hypervisors.

### 4.8 Future Work

OSes gather knowledge about their pages and use it for paging decisions. Although such information is located in intrinsic OS data structures, the hypervisor may be able to infer some of it and base its paging decisions on common OS paradigms. For instance, since OSes tend not to page out the OS kernel, page tables, and executables, the hypervisor may be able to improve guest performance by adapting a similar policy. The hypervisor can acquire the information by write-protecting and monitoring the guest state upon guest page faults. Alternatively, the hardware could be enhanced to
perform such tracking more efficiently, by supporting additional usage flags beyond “accessed” and “dirty.” The hardware could, for example, indicate if a page was used: in user mode (which means it is not a kernel page); for page walks while resolving a TLB miss (which means it is a page table); and for fetching instructions (which means it is part of an executable).

VSwapper techniques may be used to enhance live migration of guests and reduce the migration time and network traffic by avoiding the transfer of free and clean guest pages. Previous research suggested to achieve this goal via guest cooperation by inflating the balloon prior to live migration [HG09], or by migrating non-page-cache pages first [AHTH13]. The Mapper and the Preventer techniques can achieve the same goal without guest cooperation. Hypervisors that migrate guests can migrate memory mappings instead of (named) memory pages; and hypervisors to which a guest is migrated can avoid requesting memory pages that are wholly overwritten by guests.

4.9 Conclusions

To this day, uncooperative host swapping is considered a necessary evil in virtual setups, because it is commonly unavoidable but induces high overheads. We isolate, characterize, name, and experimentally demonstrate the major causes for the poor performance. We propose VSwapper to address these causes, and we show that VSwapper is highly effective in reducing the overheads without or in addition to memory ballooning.

4.10 Availability

The source code of VSwapper is publicly available [Ami14].
Chapter 5

Conclusion and open questions

In this work we address a variety of common virtualization performance bottlenecks using full-virtualization techniques. Despite the common belief that paravirtualization significantly outperforms full-virtualization, our work shows that the performance difference can be considerably reduced, and that full-virtualization overheads due to memory overcommitment can be reduced by up to 90% (Chapter 4). Moreover, in the case of I/O intensive workloads, our research showed full-virtualization by assigning the device to the guest can reach bare-metal performance, while paravirtualization lags behind (Chapter 3).

Once the performance advantage of paravirtualization has been challenged, we can also ask whether its drawbacks are severe enough to warrant following another path entirely. The incompatibility of para-APIs causes development and deployment complexity and aggravates the lock-in problem, which impedes migration from one cloud vendor to another.

Arguably, solutions can be delivered by CPU and hardware vendors. In our work we propose several hardware mechanisms that can further improve the performance of I/O device emulation, I/O device assignment, and uncooperative memory overcommitment. Emulating devices in hardware, for instance, seems like a promising path. Since CPU vendors exhaustively look for new architectural features that can improve single core performance, the proposed mechanisms may be implemented in future hardware.

Nonetheless, we acknowledge that the potential of paravirtualization is greater when hypervisor intervention is required, as is the case, for example, in dynamic memory provisioning. In such cases, CPU vendors can also implement new mechanisms that would allow the guest and the hypervisor to efficiently communicate. Such mechanisms can require that the guest explicitly free pages and allow the hypervisor to easily reclaim free guest memory.

Our work leads us to question other concepts of virtualization. Memory overcommitment is considered to be done efficiently if the memory reclamation decisions are delegated to the VMs. However, since the VM has no global view of the physical system, it may make poor reclamation decisions by reclaiming memory which was deduplicated...
by the hypervisor. As a result, memory reclaimed by the guest may not reduce the
hypervisor memory pressure in such cases. The hypervisor may make better reclamation
decisions if it is informed or can infer the VM memory use.

Another prevailing concept is the role of the hypervisor in virtualization. Currently,
hypervisors usually strive to be as transparent as possible and to impose minimal
overhead on the guest. Yet the goal of achieving bare-metal performance by the least
intervention may not be ambitious enough. In our work we altered the hypervisor so that
it would intervene with the guest execution quite intrusively, and in doing so we managed
to improve VM performance considerably. Other studies have already shown that post-
compilation optimizations can reduce power consumption and improve performance.
Having a global view on system resources, as the hypervisor does, is a known method
for achieving better resource utilization, for instance by memory deduplication. Thus,
future research may explore new techniques to make VMs outperform native OSes.
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